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The March issue of SEOUL MADE has been just right 
for readers like me who felt fatigue from lockdown and 
miss physical interactions. Every piece of the article was 
encouraging and energizing to keep readers’ minds sound 
to weather the storm. I managed to finish the magazine, 
squeezing out my time for a few days. And I had so many 
things running in my head. I felt that I had to say farewell 
to the past now – instead, I need to pour all my heart and 
mind to the present. 

seoul Made

《SEOUL MADE》 has been created to provide you with a diverse and 
fresh experience that is unique to Seoul.
Are you a millennial with a smartphone? Then you’ve found just the right brand. 
At 《SEOUL MADE》, we deliver Seoul’s tasteful, elegant, and convenient products 
and services that represent its vibrant atmosphere right to your doorstep.

《SEOUL MADE》 reflects the change in the industry of Seoul. We start from the 
history of hand-made manufacturing businesses and make our way to the state-

of-the-art brainwork that will transform the city’s landscape.

We cherish the baby boomers’ business values that led to Seoul’s miraculous 
growth, and we also celebrate the brilliant ideas of millennials that will shift the 
landscape of the city’s industry.

Our brand’s magazine, 《SEOUL MADE》, is a monthly publication that documents 
the dynamic changes in the city’s industry and the various individuals, companies, 
and platforms that come up with innovative ideas. We reinterpret the tales that 
we collect in our magazines to rediscover and furnish the stories that shine with 
“Seoul’s vibes.” 

Seoul Business Agency
Seoul Business Agency
CEO Jang Yeongseung
www.seoulmade.com

Warm messages 

from readers of SEOUL MADE

LETTERS FROM

Lee Hansaem

I have dreamt and sought to start my namesake brand for 
so many years. But I barely knew what to start with and 
where to head to, but SEOUL MADE has helped me find 
some clues. It’s been an inspiration to me to find stories 
of those who are keeping up with their good work on what 
they like. Hoping that I could be one of the interviewees of 
the magazine someday, I am leaving my comments. 

Kang Yeonseung

It has been a page turner. After reading the articles on 

CHLNGERS, I downloaded the app and signed up for the 

project. I’d like to send a message of support for SEOUL 

MADE for making its good influence. 

lee070325

The magazine helped me have a glance at what was 
everybody else’s and what they are up to in the midst of 
the pandemic these days. 

storysenter_jy

Every time I need encouragement to be able to speak up 
about what I like, I turn to SEOUL MADE.
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Cat’s Footsole

Reading the fourteenth issue of SEOUL MADE, new ideas 

kept flying into my mind, thanks to amazing interviewees, 

services and places featured in the magazine. I would 

recommend the issue for those who are looking for insights 

to live the time when online communication is growing to 

be the major part of the trend. 

Choi Hyeji

The magazine archiving everything about Seoul - I can’t 

believe that it took me a while to get to know! I find myself 

inspired and fascinated, turning each page. I’m planning 

to visit SEOUL MADE Space in Sangam-dong in a 

foreseeable future. 

Summer

Almost anyone who’s ahead of the trend reads SEOUL 
MADE these days. After I kept telling myself for a few days 
that I should check the latest issue, I ran into the mini book 
in a café I frequent at and grabbed one right away. With 
a warm cup of coffee, it becomes more pleasant to leap 
through the pages! I’m looking forward to finding the next 
issue delving into fascinating topics.
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Beauty

“K-Beauty,” the Glistening Star, 
Poised to Make a Galaxy

Unlike the past, K-Beauty is placing its focus solely on products today, 
missing unique cultural elements. Consequently, K-Beauty is no longer 
leading the global beauty industry, as companies from China have caught 
up with technology and products. To form a galaxy, not a withering star, 
one may ask what to do. Beaus Company, revolving around the slogan 
of the year, “back to the basics,” is preparing its own formula of success.
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Now is the time to look back upon where we started, 
where we should head to 
and most of all, what we can do 
to bring K-Beauty back to the global leadership position.

Park Jinho first started his business with a small online store to sell toys during his years 
studying accounting in Baruch College in New York. Back then, one of the best-selling 
animation characters, Minions gathered massive popularity among female customers in 
their teenage years and twenties, and sales of related products naturally built up insight on 
customers. In line with customers’ needs, the online store began selling Blossom Lip Gloss 
from “Urban Outfitters.” The experiment turned out to be a starting point to make foothold into 
the beauty industry. Since then, Park started a cosmetic brand and sold as much as USD 2 
billion in less than three months. But because of lack of strategy in setting the business apart 
from the rivals in the market and copycat products cropping up, Park decided to leave all 
the previous businesses behind. Soon after, he started Beaus Company and has been in his 
leadership position for eight years. 

Beaus Company is a marketing agency, specializing in beauty industry. While the rivals 
pitched on marketing in a vast variety of categories for revenue, the company chose an area 
of concentration. At least in Korea, Beaus Company is the one and only business that has 
built its experience and expertise by focusing on beauty sector. But to the dismay of many, 
even if you keep focusing on the beauty industry, it is still a challenge to anticipate what 
could be ahead of you. To help clients resolve numerous issues related with the overheated 
beauty industry and predict trends, Beaus Company offers a variety of marketing services. 
The company runs Beauty Data Strategy Team, Strategic Marketing Team, Influencer 
Team, Advertisement Management Team, Video Team and Viral Team, and thus far has 
run marketing campaign for over 1,400 beauty brands. Furthermore, Beaus Company has 
conducted case studies on successful cases and secrets behind such accomplishment. And 
recently, based on the past research, the marketing company is looking into starting an eco-

friendly flogging campaign to share its ethos of clean beauty. 
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Sell Values, Not Products 
One of the buzz words in the beauty industry since last year has been “clean beauty.” Olive 
Young, one of the largest drug store chains in Korea, took off on a clean beauty campaign in 
June last year and introduced an emblem to be part of the global trend. The move first started 
with avoiding use of toxic substances. Now, it is gradually expanding to protection of life and 
earth. With aspiration for the ethos, consumers now judging the value sets of the companies 
before they make their decision, rather than maintaining passive stance. In line with the 
recent changes, the businesses began to respond by suspending use of animal substances 
and animal testing and looking for recyclable and biodegradable materials for products. 
Transparency in social responsibility and consciousness to environment issues shall be the key 
qualities for cosmetic brands in the future. Whereas clean beauty has already been part of the 
major trend for the past decade around the glove, the trend has just started in Korea recently 
that numerous trials and errors are anticipated for a while. Nevertheless, it is now undeniable 
that consumers began to change their viewpoints. And needless to say, those that keep up 
with the changes will thrive in the market.

Opening a New Chapter with Bespoke Cosmetics 
Naver, one of the major search engines in Korea, suspended its trending search chart on 
Feb. 25th this year. The decision is likely to trigger personalization of information service. In 
fact, discussion on curation and tailored service has already been heated for many years, 
but the industry faced challenges in satisfying preconditions, including social sentiments, 
technological elements and perception of consumers. A large number of Korean consumers, 
for instance, are relying on an app named “Hwahae” for recommendations based on a set 
of uniformed standards to find reliable information for purchase decision. But different skin 
types, preferences and suitability are likely to be highlighted in the future. And based on 
these information, numerous beauty tech companies are preparing for the upcoming future. 
Companies such as Lululab and Artlab, with their own AI-based technology, offer personalized 
solutions by analyzing skin types with camera devices. 

K-Beauty has passed its golden age and is going through its transition period today. Beaus 
Company is working to set up useful guidelines to form a secure basis for the beauty industry 
by organizing data by categories, including beauty trend, insight from health and beauty 
markets, and recent trend by channels and categories. Because now is the time to look back 
upon where we started, where we should head to and most of all, what we can do to bring 
K-Beauty back to the global leadership position. I am confident that when business leaders 
steer their brands by the three key formulas mentioned above, K-Beauty will open another 
chapter of its golden age

Park Jinho studied accounting and psychology at Baruch College in New York, the United States. He is 

paving his way in achieving success in his business, after he founded the first-generation marketing company 

specializing in beauty business, Beaus Company in 2003 and acquired the mother company of Glossybox, 

Glossydays in 2009. As a pioneering business leader, Park continues his ceaseless efforts in reading beauty 

trends and seeking measures for the future of the Korean beauty market.  

About Park Jinho

CEO of Beaus Company

beaus.co.kr

Today, K-Beauty is different from what I previously experienced. When I first entered the 
market in its boom year in 2013. With the market growth, countless number of brands and 
businesses began to make their presence. Undeniably, it was the golden age of the industry 
that literally anything could sell. Paired with the Korean Wave, K-Beauty spread fast around 
the globe and global brands, keen to learn from the Korean culture, began following the 
beauty trend in Korea. Indeed, many kept close eyes on K-Beauty that one of the major trade 
exhibitions, Cosmoprof Asia in Hong Kong held separate events themed around K-Beauty. I 
could recall that upon the past visit to Korea a few years ago, the then CEO of Watsons China 
hailed K-Beauty and stressed that the related culture should be spread in China as well. In 
the meantime, the joint skincare venture between Korean and French investors under the 
Group L’occitaine, “erborian” made its presence in Sephora stores in France. Remarkable 
growth of K-Beauty had been the outcome of “cultural influence.” However, for some reason, 
such cultural aspect began to be replaced by exaggerated marketing tactics, exploiting 
the keyword, K-Beauty. In theory, the focus of marketing should be laid on precautionary 
measures against skin problems including disorders and aging, as cosmetic products tend 
to need time to finally prove effectiveness. On the contrary, substantial number of cosmetic 
brands dazzled consumers with flashy marketing, highlighting before and after using their 
products, even though it was technically challenging to prove effectiveness in a shorter term. 
And moreover, the businesses were exposed to limited choices but to find more eye-catching 
sources to promote themselves and their products. Consequently, cultural aspects of K-Beauty 
were washed away from K-Beauty, replaced by “technology” and “products” in the industry. 
But as for technology and products, it takes relatively shorter period of time to catch up. In fact, 
the market in China has already been evolving to pace far ahead from its competing rivals. The 
cosmetic brands that emphasized technology and products lost its competitive edge and only 
few are successful in the Chinese market these days.

To make a turnaround for K-Beauty, what could cosmetic brands do? The key slogan that 
Beaus Company has paid attention to this year is “back to basics.” And to be out of the woods, 
here are three key formulas.

Sublimate Cosmetic Business into Culture 
The brand, “rom&nd” is one the of fascinating cases of success in “transforming cosmetic 
into cultural phenomena.” Partnering with a Korean beauty influencer, Min Saerom, “rom&nd” 
first started its makeup business in 2017. Its products, including Hanbok Edition – a series of 
collaboration with Korea Cultural Heritage Foundation – sold out quickly at home and abroad. In 
addition, a collaboration with a Korean food delivery app, BAEMIN, Lip Bokki Edition created a  
buzz in the market and flew off the shelves. Rather than simply looking into color-development, 
price and design, consumers chose to enjoy the brand identity and its culture before making 
their purchase decision. This breakthrough beauty brand continues to expand its business in 
China and Japan, as well as its home in Korea, by working closely with its partners to highlight 
cultural aspects. The case clearly gives lessons that K-Beauty brands will not stay afloat in the 
market without cultural elements. 
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The cosmetics industry has mostly been paying attention to beauty visible on the outside. 

I admit that outer beauty remains to be important, but with Melixir, 

we are looking for measures to make methodology and processes in the beauty industry, 

business operation and organizational culture healthier.

 

 ─ Lee Hana, the CEO of Melixir 

30p｜PROJECT｜“For Future With Sustainable Beauty” 



You can call a cosmetic product vegan when it is cruelty-free and no animal substances are used. 

By applying idea of veganism to cosmetics, we have expanded the scope so that anyone can 

appreciate and enjoy vegan lifestyle with use of essential items.

 

 ─ Kim Daye, CEO of Celloom (Doctor & Daughter) 

46p｜HELLO｜“Warming-Up To Embrace The Better Self” 
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Living with multiple personas means living within multitude of relationships. Exchanging 

intelligence and sensibility with various people at home, work and schools, voices of others 

as well as mine come to overlap, mix and intertwine with one another. To sing your own song 

with your own voice, it takes making of melody by tracing every beat and note. This work of 

sophistication is made possible only by spending time to carefully observe your inner self

 

 — by Kim Jeongah, writer

106p｜COLUMN｜“Making Your First Wish Come True In Life ”
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Almost anyone seeks to be beautiful and live in a beautiful home, because those are part 

of the underlying desires. And technology is there to satisfy them. Beauty and technology 

have already been intertwined with each other, and with IT added, they have started to grow 

explosively.

 

 — Ryu Joonghee, the CEO of FuturePlay

20p｜INTERVIEW｜“Beauty Tech to Fast-forward to the Future”
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뷰티 제품을 이루는 성분만큼 중요해진 것이 바로 만드는 과정이다. 동물실험에 적극적으

로 반대하고, 캠페인이나 기부 등으로 자연 보호에 힘쓰는 뷰티 브랜드들이 늘어난 것이 

그 증거다. K-뷰티는 환경을 보호하는 국제적 흐름에 발맞춰 지속가능성에 주목하는 방향

으로 나아가고 있다.

Generation X is increasingly looking for healthier lifestyle these days. If you are keen to be energetic 

and healthy, you may turn to DoctorMate. This health supplement brand offers total solution for 

wellness with its products that can blend well into your everyday life. The supplements will surely help 

you live a healthier lifestyle, beyond building up habits and routines. 

73p｜ITEM｜“Adding Wellness to Beauty”

제제
 제
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Beauty Tech to Fast-
forward to the Future 
Ryu Joonghee CEO of FuturePlay,
Choi Hyewon, General Director of 
FutureSalon

With new normal coming closer, the beauty market faces 
waves of change. With the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
trending, the industry is turning to beauty tech – a hybrid 
between beauty and technology, including IT. Opening the 
new chapter of K-Beauty 2.0, Korean beauty brands spur 
development of unparalleled technology and thus pace up 
their expansion to the global market. These business leaders 
take delve into possible paradigm shift in the beauty market. W
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“Beauty and technology have already 
been intertwined with each other,
and with IT added,

they have started to grow explosively.”

Left: Choi Hyewon   Right: Ryu Joonghee

Please introduce yourself.
Ryu Joonghee (Ryu) I am Ryu Joonghee, the CEO of FuturePlay. I founded FuturePlay 
eight years ago, because it occurred to me that I could be happy if I worked closely with 
entrepreneurs to offer help and pioneer in various fields. 
Choi Hyewon (Choi) I am Choi Hyewon, the General Director of FutureSalon. I make my 
efforts in identifying problems in the beauty industry and keep experimenting with measures 
and services for problem solving and improvement.

Beauty tech has been one of trending keywords these days. But beauty and technology 
do not seem to go well together. What do you think is the reason behind beauty tech 
receiving the spotlight now? 
Ryu In a sense, this is too obvious. Almost anyone seeks to be beautiful and live in a 
beautiful home, because those are part of the underlying desires. And technology is there to 
satisfy them. Beauty and technology have already been intertwined with each other, and with 
IT added, they have started to grow explosively. 
Choi I suppose that experiments with beauty tech has been continuing. But for one, the 
beauty sector should be able to respond to customers’ needs that keeps diversifying, 
making most of technology, including big data or augmented reality. Because the sector 
needs to offer unrivalled experiences in physical spaces. 

The key could be identifying diversified needs and meet them with agility. You mentioned 
that FuturePlay unearths startup companies and offers support for them. What are the key 
activities and focus of your business?

Ryu FuturePlay is a business that focuses on making business and enterprises possible. 
Because from my point of view, “business” can change the world. But I also admit that it 
is an enormous challenge to grow a business to change the world in less than a decade, 
despite great founders and teams. So, I sought to start my own business to help businesses 
grow, and further, get bigger together. Recently, I have started a new experiment with 
starting new businesses, working closely with larger enterprises. 

From technology perspective, what efforts are essential in infusing a business with 
sustainability?

Ryu First, you need to ask yourself whether you can offer better service for your customers. 
Second, you need to find out whether the quality of service you’re providing is good 
enough. But these two are difficult for most of us. For instance, when a designer happens 
to learn thoroughly about tastes and preferences of customers but leaves, not sharing with 
the company, it would lead to a slide in satisfaction level of customers. This implies that 
businesses need to secure customer data and learn how to use it across all aspects of 
business activities. IT is not just for getting things done faster, but for offering customized 
services for customers. The moment humans and technology function well in their own 
positions, customers would see that improvement of quality.
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Hyewon, you are overseeing a shared beauty platform service called “Share Spot” in 
FutureSalon. 
Choi We started Share Spot to open the floor for hair designers with limited budget to try 
their own business. Talking to several hair designers, we learned that many of them were 
used to apprenticeship in working conditions and environment. This has motivated us to start 
FutureSalon to bring about updates to the structure in both online and physical spaces. 

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, the Fourth Industrial Revolution has been accelerated. 
Please share your insights on changes surrounding businesses, and customers’ needs 
and current circumstances of the beauty market. 
Choi “DIY self-care” market keeps growing these days. And relevant devices are improving 
in line with the market growth. With the new chapter of the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
opening, customers are increasingly looking to “find things that would suit them with little risk 
of failure.” For instance, when you make use of augmented reality in an app, you would be 
able to test lip colors to find matching colors, without trying them on your lips. Furthermore, 
ranging from skin analysis to product recommendations, technology keeps evolving. But 
customers are still showing their distrust in technology. That is the challenge to overcome in 
the future. 

What’s the connection between FuturePlay and FutureSalon? And how can beauty and 
technology create synergy?

Ryu We are looking for innovative businesses so that we offer support and make investment. 
And in turn, these businesses could bring about change to the humanity in a coming decade. 
We first started with asking ourselves what we could do with available technology, and then 
began looking for areas where markets could see dramatic changes with the technology. 
Beauty sector has been one of the areas that first caught our eyes, and we found ourselves 
curious about how things could turn out if technology were to be added to the fast-changing 
industry for a complete makeover. That is how we started FutureSalon.

A select shop, “UVRIR” has opened recently. This seems to be a relevant platform for so-

called “contact-free” society.  
Choi UVRIR is the second store of ShareSpot that opened in Sounds Hannam in Seoul. Since 
beauty products and services are making up substantial parts in our lives, we decided to 
open a select shop in a popup store format to invite customers to experience the hybrid 
between beauty care service and technology. 

The concept is very unique.

Choi That’s right. Themed around “diagnosis,” the store focuses on customization and 
experience products that are available online. In parallel, we are seeking to learn customers’ 
needs by collecting relevant data and improve service. 
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What is “innovation in the beauty industry” that FutureSalon is aspiring?

Choi Since we are looking to run our business based on offline activities, we feel that it takes 
spontaneity and willingness of those in the beauty industry to make innovation possible. For 
that, we need to be able to suggest measures to balance between essential values of the 
beauty industry and maximization of customer satisfaction. And we are trying to find them 
through the channels of IT. 
Ryu I believe that humans will keep trimming hair in the coming 2030s. Because even if AI 
is splendid, only a handful let AI get their hair done. But the AI could be much better than 
human at finding out what their customers want. I suggest that when technology and humans 
can co-exist happily, we can finally achieve “sustainability” that we are looking for. 

Co-existence of technology and humans seems to be one of the key issues for many 
businesses. But it also sounds like “beauty tech” has just started. 
Ryu I have observed quite often that while those in the beauty industry have limited 
knowledge in technology, those in the tech industry do not understand the practices in the 
beauty industry. We started FutureSalon, because we thought FuturePlay and FutureSalon 
could bridge between the tech and beauty industry. Filling the gap, we believe that we are 
serving the two industries as bridging agents. 

Between beauty and technology, there is FuturePlay.

Choi Beauty and technology were previously two different areas that didn’t want each other. 
But with trend shift, demand has grown within the beauty industry for technology. I believe 
that my roles and responsibilities are to make beauty tech happen seamlessly by solving 
problems for those in the beauty industry and building a structure where data could be used 
fully, while paying as much respect as possible to those who choose to maintain conventional 
methods in the industry.

What is your outlook on the future of the beauty tech industry?

Ryu At first, different industries seemed to be segmented into for instance, beauty tech, 
fashion tech, food tech and healthcare tech. But in about ten years of time, I see that all 
sectors are going to converge, centering at technology. The beauty industry itself needs 
close attention, yet in the meantime, I suggest that you get significant insight from observing 
what is happening to related sectors. 

What is your definition of beauty?

Choi I firmly believe that beauty comes from confidence. If you highlight your strengths that 
are relevant to lifestyle that you’re after, you would then be able to love yourself and make 
yourself look beautiful.
Ryu Honestly, beauty remains to be one of the subjective areas. But many seem to view with 
objective criteria. This is one of the good reasons why we need beauty tech. In the future, I 
see that ceaseless questions on yourself and materialization would be recognized as the key 
elements of beauty. 
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Many would look forward to the future that “personalization” is made possible and 
definition of beauty could be diversified by beauty tech. Last but not least, what are the 
value sets that you seek to maintain in running FuturePlay?

Ryu What FuturePlay has been up to for the past eight years has been accelerating 
innovations. There is always someone who is brave enough to try something new. And we 
wanted to be the supportive friends to bring about future changes faster. I suppose this is 
similar to having a tug of war. If you could have more people on your side, you could pull 
better. The role of FuturePlay is to stand by someone who are facing challenges and give 
support. So, we are continuing our efforts in offering help in various ways and find qualified 
professionals and experts.

Please tell us about the future of FutureSalon that you are imagining.

Choi I believe that it is important to stay true to essence. Because what we are after, in the 
end, is customer satisfaction. We seek to improve working environment for hair designers by 
introducing IT, while bringing up customer satisfaction level to the maximum by focusing on 
service convenience. 
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Lee Hana, CEO of Vegan Beauty Brand, Melixir 

For Future With Sustainable Beauty 

“Wellness” remains to be one of the key qualities of beauty, despite trend shifts and time changes. 
And just like a farmer seeding in farms, the founder of the vegan beauty brand Melixir, Lee Hana is 
spearheading with her sincere wish that her customers be healthier. This vegan beauty advocate 
does not think much about when to grow and harvest fruits from what she is seeding - she keeps 
calm and carries on with her own mission. Because Lee is in her firm belief that one day, these 
seeds will grow into dense woods that would embrace humans. Indeed, Melixir is one of leading 
beauty businesses that pays close attention to all aspects, spanning from original features of 
products for mild skincare to everything to make the idea possible, including sustainability in 
manufacturing and distribution, integrity in customer relations and transparency in management. W
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It has been just over three years since you founded Melixir. 
You may have faced numerous challenges before you 
actually started. What made you start your own vegan 
beauty business?

Back in 2014 when I was working for a San Francisco-based 
skincare company, one of the customers asked whether the 
company conducted animal testing. Similar to other parts of the 
world, in the US back then, only few were familiar with animal 
testing. So, I found myself curious about the motivation behind 
asking the question and couldn’t get it out of my mind. I learned 
later that veganism had spread widely across all corners of 
life, including food, beauty and fashion. And personally, I had y 
seen my skin condition improved using plant-based skincare 
products. All of these were added together to start my own 
vegan skincare business. And with my own business, I wanted 
to make my suggestion to the society on better life, as well as 
offering products for healthier looking skin.

A small skincare business would have created a buzz in 
the cosmetics industry. What is the significance of the first 
beauty brand being introduced and striving for growth in 
Korea?

I faced more challenges than I anticipated in founding a vegan 
skincare business in Korea. More than twenty manufacturers 
turned down my proposal. But I was fortunate enough to find a 
manufacturer of organic beauty products. The next step I took 
was to communicate with customers – moment by moment, I 
spread words about how vegan skincare products can give 
benefits to life. As part of the efforts, the company ran a pop-

up store. And I also sought to deliver the philosophy that 
Melixir was after, by making use of materials from nature for all 
elements of the store. The cosmetics industry has been after 
beauty on the outside, and I admit that it is essential to achieve 
it. But what is setting Melixir apart is that we are seeking 
measures to make methods and process in the beauty industry 
to achieve beauty, and management and organizational culture 
of the companies like ours more sustainable and healthier. 

In Korea, there are growing numbers of vegan beauty brand, 
or those aspiring “clean beauty” for the past year.
I see that COVID-19 has been playing a significant part. The 
pandemic has given lessons on wellness and environment 
issues. And when you stay at home, you are more likely to 
open your eyes to skincare at home. With all of these added 
up, beauty businesses began to share ideas on how to take 
good care of oneself, shedding spotlight on wellness and 
sustainability.

Melixir may have been an encouragement for numerous 
other businesses. And there may also be quite a large 
number of businesses that would be rivalling yours. What 
could set Melixir apart from its rivals?

Melixir has spearheaded in introducing vegan skincare, and 
we believe that we should continue our drive in communicating 
about healthy lifestyle and breaking boundaries. Continuing 
all of these efforts, Melixir would find its unique qualities to set 
itself apart from its peers. Further, decision-making and choice 
of customers are often influenced by how well their ethos and 
values are channeled through a brand. And I believe that 
Melixir, as a cosmetic brand, would be an inspiration not only 
in the beauty industry but also in life in general.

The homepage is catching visitors’ eyes to communicate 
with messages to highlight mindfulness, because 
mindfulness would bring changes to many things in life. This 
kind of messages re replacing conventional communication 
messages that normally centers at how young and radiant 
skin would look. 
That’s right. With Melixir, we seek to open up ourselves, 
without much of exaggeration. This has led us to be honest in 
our messages of wishes for our customers to be well in their 
everyday lives, channeling through numerous channels and 
products. We keep stressing that even though it may take a 
while, the products would improve skin condition and further, 
make positive influence on our customers and their society. 

Some of the brand philosophy make take courage to keep 
up with, despite numerous challenges and temptations to 
compromise. Because even for the smallest details like 
packages, you would need to factor in transparency and 
ethics in management, and furthermore, sustainability. 
Well, I am taking a path of that I need to invest enormous 
amount of time and money (laugh). I can come up with 
packages for instance. The first set of packages of Melixir 
was different from what it is now. The manufacturing process 
had back then involved color-coating and laminating process, 
but I learned later that the process could add burden to the 
environment. Since then, we have seen some of the packages 
going through a dozen times of modification, even though it 
has been only three years since we introduced our brand. But P
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“We seek to open up ourselves, without much of exaggeration. 
This has led us to be honest in our messages of wishes for our 
customers to be well in their everyday lives, channeling through 
numerous channels and products. We keep stressing that even 
though it may take a while, the products would improve skin 
condition and further, make positive influence on our customers 
and their society.”

© Melixir

© Melixir
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the package still has rooms for improvement, because some of 
irreplaceable items are made with plastic. We’re looking for all 
possible measures to replace plastic bottles with glass bottles 
and use only paper products certified by Forest Stewardship 
Council. In parallel, we have been testing a few new materials 
for the past year. It may take a while to settle down before the 
final manufacturing stage, but once we see that it is ready, it 
would make a wonderful replacement of plastics. 

What do you benefit from practicing veganism in making 
skincare products?

The calming effects would mildly care oily but dehydrated skin. 
This has attracted customers with skin troubles or sensitive 
skin, because they often look for skincare product made with 
clean food ingredients and substances, which happen to 
be vegan. Melixir keeps off chemical preservatives such as 
paraben and substances that are rated “red” by EWG. A good 
combination of pure botanical substances and safe artificial 
ingredients would pull out the most effective outcome with the 
mildest care. 

Your lip balms are quite popular these days.

We have exchanges conversations with our customers since 

we started our business and observed that they use lip balms 
quite frequently. The observation nudged us into making safe 
products. The result is a vegan product that replaced honey 
with agave syrup and bees wax with shea butter. People 
prefer to skip lip colors these days because they wear medical 
masks for safety. But if you don’t put anything at all on your 
lips, you may look pale. So, colored lip balms are making good 
replacements for lip colors to wear casually every day. 

Often being associated with ethical and sustainable 
vegan beauty, there seems to be little to make further 
improvement. Nevertheless, what could be ahead of 
Melixir now? 
We keep asking ourselves what kind of good influence 
our ethos and directionality, “wellness” can keep making 
to businesses. We would like to be an inspiration across 
corporate culture, financial statement, transparency 
in information sharing and horizontal decision-making 
process, as well as manufacturing process. So, this 
explains why we keep up with our work in tracing our 
activities with measurable indicators to see how the 
surrounding environment is changing, across production, 
distribution, marketing and even the stages after use. 
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entering into its fourth year, do you have any tips to stay 
well and mindful?
It’s getting warmer and more pleasant to walk around these 
days. So, I try to find measures to keep myself active, even 
though things are busy around me. For instance, I often get off 
subways one station before my destination to take a walk. And 
I often watch video clips of the business leaders I’m following. 
It makes me feel great and gives me inspirations. But every 
time I mention this, I see quite a lot dismayed (laugh).

That’s because those are reminding of work after workhours. 
That’s a bit of surprise.

It has become part of my everyday life already. And I often 
look up customers’ review before I go to sleep. I find myself 
delighted and energized when customers appreciate the 
details that we pay utmost attention to, yet remain to be less 
than visible.

Can you share some of your favorite recipes?

Most of them are low-sodium vegetable dishes. I start with 
stir-frying garlic and onions with olive oil and add some 
pepperoncino, because I like my dish spicy. Then I pour in 
spinach, tomatoes and beaten eggs all together to make 

What made you incline to veganism?

I met a customer during my business trip to San Francisco 
in 2019 and was told that retirement and veganism brough 
peace of mind. And I could relate myself to the story back 
then and found some encouragement in taking actions for 
environment and society. That’s how everything started. 

Can you recall the reactions after you started veganism?

Honestly, I was worried whether I could make it, because I 
had been a meat lover before. But it wasn’t as challenging 
as I thought. I was staying in the US when I first started 
veganism, and I could find vegetarian menus everywhere. But 
I started facing some issues when I came back to Korea. In 
Korea, you still have limited choices for pursue vegetarianism 
or veganism. At home, my mother would make dumplings 
without meat. And when I dine out with my family, we choose 
places like Italian restaurants, instead of Korean barbeque 
restaurants that serve meat. And I see that a lot of my friends 
care about what I can eat – I appreciate how much they care 
about me, but that kind of care sometimes makes me feel less 
than comfortable. My own solution to resolve this kind of issue 
was to eat by myself. I guess this would make everybody feel 
comfortable. I frequent at a place nearby the office called “Toi 
Blue,” and they serve great pumpkin soup.

Start-ups tend to be dynamic, yet at the same time, things 
are fast-paced and intense. As a leader of a start-up 

omelette. Or I pair with warm vegetables. This sounds simple, 
doesn’t it? This is one of my favorite dinner menus.

You’ve mentioned that your skin is sensitive. How do you 
take care of your own skin?

It is getting better now, but my skin used to be very sensitive 
that I often had redness and skin breakouts even after my 
adolescent years. Looking back, I had skin issues when 
I tried all products out there in the market because I liked 
skincare products. I reached out to physicians for help, but 
nothing worked out and almost everything irritated my skin 
that I put literally nothing for a while. I recall that it took about 
two months to make a turnaround for my skin. Since then, I 
learned lesson that I decided to minimize skincare steps and 
began looking for skincare products made with plant extracts. 
And very fortunately, my skin is almost breakout free now. My 
skincare routine includes washing my face with mild cleansers, 
put some Vegan Balancing Toner before evenly spreading 
moisturizer. In the morning, I finish the routine, adding some 
sunscreen. 

It seems like the CEO is one of the leading testers of 
Melixir. This may sound vague and broad, but what is your 
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definition of “being beautiful?”

Co-existence of humans and nature. I believe that’s the best 
of beauty.  

Among people you find beautiful, what do they have in 
common?

These are the people who have faced their challenges and 
make good influence to the world. Admittedly, personal 
achievements are important, yet I find that people can 
make themselves beautiful when they are able to mirror their 
personal achievement in society and environment. One of 
the business leaders I personally admire is Brian Chesky, the 
founder of Airbnb. He mentioned in a media interview that 
numerous stakeholders were taking part in the ecosystem of 
Airbnb, and these include his teams, hosts and customers 
who were experiencing Airbnb. I was impressed by the way 
he shared values with everyone in the ecosystem, as well 
as the customers. Most of all, seeing Airbnb making a quick 
turnaround from plunge of sales by 80%. I believe that this is a 
good example of the culture pump-priming rapid growth and 
recovery. 

Most of us see that there are rooms for improvement in us 
and aspire to be more beautiful. What are the efforts you 
make to improve yourself?
I want to be a good listener. When most of us see someone 
different from us, we would just make hasty conclusions that 
they are just “different,” not listening carefully. This could be an 
easy option. But I would still try to put myself in these people 
shoes and give as much thought as possible. Because I 
believe that it is essential to take time to understand what these 
people might have thought and felt. That is the way I seek to 
be beautiful.

Agreeably, that is a challenge. You may want to turn blind 
eyes to differences. Last but not least, what could be your 
near-future plans for beauty with wellness?

I like riding road bikes, but I cannot, because I lot it recently. 
I would like to find a new one to delve into bike riding again. 
Speaking of it, I guess I need to rush to get a new one after this 
interview. It would give me mobility between my place and the 
office, and most of all, I want to ride around, feeling the spring 
breeze.P
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Warming-Up To Embrace 
The Better Self

Beauty 

1. Action or thoughts that can be deemed good and laudable.

2. Good shape, color and sound to make one feel satisfied. 

Suntique 
Lululab
Celloom
Nestyle
Im Flower Tea
MATTA
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Learning must be sought with ardor and diligence, so must be beauty – you need to be mindful of your 
surroundings, as well as yourself, and keep learning and carry out into relevant actions. While beauty has always 
been part of human desire, recent transformation in the beauty industry is literally fast-paced and tangible. And 
on the frontline of novelty and aesthetics of K-Beauty, pioneering startups have been taking on unbeaten paths. 
Here are six brands that offers new standards and values surrounding beauty and paves their own ways in 
researching and developing technology to help customers look closer to and take better care of their own beauty. ©
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All You Need for Suncare 
Suntique

Kim Myeonghyeon, CEO of Suntique (Normalist) 

What is your motivations behind subdividing suncare 
product categories? 
Whereas WHO listed UV rays as one of the top-rated 
cancer-causing substances, the majority of consumers 
perceive sunscreens as something to put on “when 
playing by the waterside.” But most of us get exposed to 
more UV rays than we think in our everyday life activities. 
If you get exposed to UV rays without protection, you will 
end up with aging of skin, and furthermore, skin cancer 
in the worst cases. But it occurred to me that quite many 
of you do not prefer to use sunscreen in everyday lives, 
because it hasn’t felt comfortable wearing on your skin or 
has been a challenge to find one suitable for your skin. So, 
once a diverse range of products are available for different 
types of skin, more people would start using sunscreens, 
making suncare products become essentials. These days, 
it is encouraging for us to see more customers using 
suncreens after applying moisturizers and the number of 
male customers is growing. 

One of your products, “I’m Hair Sun & Treatment” is for 
hair and scalp. It sounded a bit new. 
A lot of you may have ended up with dry hair after 
spending a few hours by pool sides or beaches. When your 
hair gets wet, water droplets would turn into magnifiers to 
attract more UV rays and are likely to damage your hair two 
or three times more than usual. And moreover, scalp is part 
of your skin. You may make an educated conclusion that 
you need suncare for both hair and scalp and “I’m Hair 
Sun & Treatment” can be one of your first choices. 

What could set Suntique apart from your rivals, when it 
comes to technology? 
One of the key ingredients is “Suntique Natural UV 
Protection Ingredients” – the sun screening ingredient 
extracted from natural materials. In parallel, we share our 

knowledge and tips on suncare on our homepage to help 
our customers protect themselves better against UV rays. 
In addition, we are running skin test called, “Skin Circle,” to 
curate products for different skin types. Anyone can try the 
test. 

Your company was shortlisted by SBA (Seoul Business 
Agency) for commercialization of technology.

That’s correct. We have been shortlisted by SBA for 
commercialization of technology (crowdfunding type) that 
we were able to develop and manufacture our sunscreen 
cushion products. The product item had actually been 
an enormous challenge for us to develop on our own, but 
thanks to the project, we were able to reach the production 
stage and crowdfunding was successful as well.

Your company is receiving attention from around the 
globe, as well as at home. What is your future plan on 
global expansion?

We have recently shipped Suntique products bound for 
Canada. The achievement is significant because ours 
are the first batch of Korean sunscreens to be exported 
to Canada. We are looking forward to expansion to North 
America this year. And we are waiting for some good news 
from Europe as well.

From Suntique’s perspective ,  what could be the 
definition of “wellness” and “beauty”? 
You may think of wellness and beauty on both in and 
outside such as “radiant skin” and “healthy lifestyle.” But 
living with the pandemic for the past year, all efforts to keep 
calm and carry on can be called wellness and beauty. To 
this extent, we seek to do our best in developing suncare 
products and offer protective solutions against UV rays 
for customers to find their wellness and beauty in their 
everyday lives.

Please tell us about future aspirations of Suntique. 
Sunscreens are now considered as essentials for all, 
regardless of age and gender. As a brand specializing in 
suncare, Suntique aspires to offer products as diverse as 
before suncare products (conventional sunscreens) and 
after sun (skincare after exposure to UV rays). And we 
look to expand further to categories including sunscreen 
clothing and sunglasses ,  start ing with “ I’m 100g 
Umbrella.” In short, we seek to develop products across 
all categories for protection against harmful UV rays and 
provide solutions for people to carry on with their precious 
everyday activities. 

© Normalist 

© Normalist 

Please introduce Suntique, a brand introduced by 
Normalist. 
Suntique is a brand specialized in suncare, offering 
bespoke solutions by customer type, locations and 
circumstances. As the name may tell, Suntique is a 
combination of suncare and boutique. Under the slogan, 
“Suncare A to Z,” we are aspiring to offer unrivaled 
services for individual customers by developing suncare 
products by locations, circumstances and skin types of 
customers.

What is the meaning behind the company name, 
Normalist?
When we founded in 2015, we thought about using the 
company name for the product brand. And we came up 
with the name, Normalist, with a message that “the product 
is both decent in quality and price.” With the keywords, 
“best” and “unique” flooding these days, we sought 
to deliver a message that we offer new value sets with 
neutrality to overcome all of these flowery words. 

Suntique aims to introduce twenty-six suncare products. 
Could you briefly tell us about each product and its key 
features? 
We first introduced six suncare products. The first 
approach was to segment categories and develop 
products by skin types, and then we got inspirations 
from alphabets for design. With a bold ambition to make 
products with alphabets from A to Z, we began to introduce 
a series of products with the typography design of “I LOVE 
YOU” for the package. The idea behind our product mix 
was to persuade our customers can suncare products 
could be as diverse as BB sunstick, sunscreen with zinc, 
chemical sunscreen and mixed sunscreen. Since the first 
phase, we have been expanding our product line-up to 
suncare for hair and sensitive skin and sun cushions. 
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Please tell us about Lululab.

Lululab is a startup with focus on beauty business that spun off 
from C-Lab under Samsung Electronics. 
Could you briefly tell us about Lululab? We are the first in the 
beauty industry to develop a contact-free and AI-based skin 
analysis solution, LUMINI. We are recognized in the global 
beauty industry for use of database on skincare, winning CES 
Innovation Awards three years consecutively.

What is LUMINI? 
LUMINI scans your face with its contact-free imaging 
device and analyze seven categories of skincare (pore, 
sebum, redness, blemish, wrinkles, acne and skin hydration). 
Comprehensive analysis of data on skin condition and 
ingredients and texture of skincare products would enable 
customization based on big data and thus, make a foundation 
for offering a list of optimal solutions for skincare. 

What sets LUMINI apart from other skin measurement 
devices in the market? 
Unlike skin measurement devices that test skin conditions 
with sensors contacting small surfaces, LUMINI scans your 
entire skin with special imaging and optical technology. Most 
of all, what sets LUMINI apart from other instruments is that 
skin analysis has been made easier with facial recognition and 
algorithms, replacing human assistance.

Since the introduction, LUMINI would have created a stir in 
the market, especially among corporate customers.

Lululab was the first in the beauty industry to introduce AI-
based skin analysis solution that we have seen numerous 
beauty businesses seeking to make use of it in a variety of 
business areas. Since the first release, we have seen customers 
as diverse as beauty businesses from both home and abroad, 
department stores and university hospitals showing interest 
in LUMINI. We received feedback that customers showed 
higher level of satisfaction, leading to sales growth, upon 
recommendation of cosmetic products at stores that actively 
used LUMINI.

The product and its service are receiving spotlight from the 
global market these days.

Lululab has been recognized for use of database and thus, has 
won CES Innovation Awards for three years in a row. And we 
opened the first Your Beauty Store at Time Square Mall in Dubai. 
We learned that 90% of customers visiting the store purchased 

A Skincare Assistant Just For You
Lululab 

Choe Yongjoon, CEO of Lululab 

K-Beauty products recommended by AI skin analysis solution. 
Starting with the first store in Dubai, we are looking forward to 
opening twenty stores before the end the year.

It seems to be essential to analyze skincare-related data 
from people with diverse ethnical backgrounds to attract 
customers from around the globe. 
Certainly. We have developed our own “deep learning 
algorithm” that measure and analyze different skin types from 
different ethnicity, since Lululab’s solution targets the global 
market. Skincare data is being collected from about twenty 
different countries, and algorithm continues to improve.

What was your focus throughout the process of researching 
and developing LUMINI?
The development centered at offering tailored products and 
services and make recommendations based on skincare 
related data of users. In the wake of transition to contact-
free era, we are materializing the idea of “personal skincare 
assistance” that can measure skin conditions and continue 
skincare without special assistance. 

Your company had close ties with SBA throughout the 
research and development process.

We were shor t l is ted in “Accelerat ion Pro ject  for 
Commercialization of AI Technology” by SBA and received 
government subsidy of KRW 300 million for research and 
development. Furthermore, we have been listed in Global IP Star 
Companies in 2020 to strengthen our competency in intellectual 
property rights and communicating with ETRI and Office of 
Research/Ewha University-Industry Collaboration Foundation for 
technology transfer and recruitment via SBA Seoul Knowledge 
Industry Center and support project for technological exchange 
between universities and public research institutes. 

Could you briefly tell us what “C-Lab Inside”? It is known to 
be one of in-house start-up incubation programs in Samsung 
Electronics. 
C-Lab Inside is a venture incubation program run by Samsung 
Electronics to support C-Lab Inside tasks until they grow 
sufficient to be independent as start-ups. While we were 
researching, we observed an enormous gap between the 
pace of market growth and availability of relevant technology, 
despite continuous growth of size and sales of the beauty 
market, because of lack of IT solutions to collect relevant data. 
This was the motivation behind development of LUMINI. Since 
then, the market evaluation turned out to be positive, leading to 
investment from Samsung Electronics before founding Lululab 
as an independent corporation in May 2017.

Tell us the smart mirror, LUMINI KIOSK. It is one of the recent 
outcomes of research and development activities. 
LUMINI KIOSK V2 is a contact-free skin measurement solution 
in its smart mirror form. Just looking at it, you would get your 

© Lululab

© Lululab

facial skin scanned and receive useful information based on 
five-step AI skin analysis solution, including skin age, skin 
conditions and recommendation for skincare products. In 
Korea, major retailers such as E-Mart and Lotte Department 
Store have started using our product. 

From Lululab’s perspective, what are “wellness” and 
“beauty?” 
I believe that beauty starts from “wellness.” Beauty of your skin 
is one of the key indicators of wellness. Lululab makes its best 
efforts in helping customers promote their wellness by offering 
a variety of predictive data on healthcare, as well as skincare. 
This is part of our mission “to save the humanity and the world 
from diseases.” 

What is the future plan and directionality of Lululab?

Starting with LUMINI PM – a personal device that is scheduled 
to be released this year, Lululab seeks to expand to contents 
and service, including tailored skincare based on skincare-

related data and live commerce. Specifically, we will continue 
introducing B2C beauty solutions targeting different age groups. 
In parallel, we are aiming to be listed in KOSDAQ in 2023. In 
short, we will do the best we can to make the company the best 
AI-based skincare solution company in Korea. 
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Doctor & Daughter is a company founded by a mother and 
daughter duo.

We named our company Doctor & Daughter, because it is a 
business started by a mother and her daughter. My mother 
has been advising on skincare for more than two decades and 
decided to team up with the daughter, myself, who has had 
experience and knowledge in skincare products to introduce a 
vegan skincare brand, Cellroom and to help those with sensitive 
skin to take good care of their skin at home. 

With veganism becoming familiar to many these days, 
growing number of people are paying attention to vegan 
skincare products. 
Vegan skincare products refer to those that do not include 
animal substances and are cruelty-free. The idea of veganism 
has expanded to skincare so that anyone can enjoy vegan life in 
everyday life. Celloom is making products, keeping off GMO as 
well as animal substances, following the guidelines from a UK-

based NGO that first coined the word, vegan, Vegan Society.

Cellroom keep drawing attention from consumer, winning 
“The Best Maker Awards” by a Korean crowdfunding 
platform, Wadiz, for making to the top 1% by funding the 
amount by more than sixty times the original target. What is 
your secret?
Thankfully, supporters of the platform liked the brand and the 
products that ours is the only one from the skincare category to 
win the awards for two consecutive years in 2019 and 2020. 
We went through rounds of blind tests, monitoring groups, 
customer survey and one-on-one interview, and run evaluation 
meetings and town hall meetings with our customers on a 
regular basis to receive feedback and take them into the making 
process of products meeting the customers’ needs. And we 
communicate with our customers through social media to share 
stories behind product development and making process and 
seek to be clear on the product webpage about what kind of 
skin problems can be resolved by our products and why. In 
parallel, we are building trust by swiftly and kindly responding to 
customers’ feedback that the online community has been more 
active than any other funding. These are added together to the 
achievement. 

Cellroom has been selected for its bespoke ampoule to be 
listed in the businesses for crowdfunding program by SBA.

The ampoule is designed to combine powerful substances to 
resolve skin problems under five categories (pore, dryness, 

Vegan Skincare Made by A Mother 
And Daughter Duo 
Celloom 

Kim Daye, CEO of Celloom (Doctor & Daughter)  

elasticity, whiteness and sensitivity), following the online skin 
measurement developed by dermatologists. With introduction 
of this ampoule in March 2020, we applied to crowdfunding 
program by SBA to claim an advantageous position in the 
market. Very fortunately, we funded the amount reaching five 
times of what skincare product makers would normally make 
– the average of KRW 3 million – and achieve a full mark in 
customer satisfaction survey by Wadiz, the crowdfunding 
platform in Korea to prove relevance and product power in the 
market. We ran another round of crowdfunding in January this 
year, and we have funded 44% more than the previous one 
(laugh)!

What are the key strengths of Celloom that would set apart 
from all other peers in the esthetic market?
I see that the key strengths come from knowledge in 
dermatology and profound understanding in customers’ needs 
from my mother who has spent for the last three decades 
researching skincare. We have combined skin-friendly 
substances, natural moisturizing factors, active ingredients of 
medical herbs, vitamins and unsaturated fatty acid to pack our 
products with as many benefits to skin as possible and thus, 
supplement skin and promote healthy skin. 

For Celloom, what are “wellness” and “beauty?” 
We don’t see flawless skin found in advertisement is healthy 
and beautiful skin. Rather, similar to taking vitamins or 
antioxidants, you can find wellness and beauty when you find 
yourself satisfied with your daily healthy routine. Starting with 
our belief, we are looking to develop products that would help 
our customers build up habits and daily routine for healthy and 
beautiful skin. For instance, all products include instructions on 
skincare at home. In addition, to promote healthier habits for 
cleansing, we make all-in-one cleansers with subacidity so that 
customers can instantly remove makeups. 

What was the biggest challenge when you were developing 
your products? 
We have always asked ourselves what to do to make our 
customers see tangible results and have pleasant experience 
using our products. Because even if the products are made 
with great substances in theory, they should not end up with 
unpleasant product experiences. For instance, we observed 
that people refrain from using sunscreens or even if they do, 
they apply the amount less than what is normally recommended, 
because of less than comfortable experience using them, such 
as oiliness or inabsorbability. So, for Celloom, the focus was laid 
on developing light and easy to absorb texture for easy and 
pleasant product experience, as well as protection from harmful 
UV rays. 

What do you do with when you meet your customers at 
Celloomer Deep Talk?

Since we began selling our products, we have met our fans, 

Celloomer for evaluation meetings on new products and a 
townhall meeting Celloomer Deep Talk. We have between eight 
and fifteen Celloomers get together to spend three to five hours 
talking about new products, products they wish Celloom could 
make or rooms for improvement for available products. We first 
planned to run for a couple of hours, but it has turned into an 
event on a regular basis to invite our customer at least four times 
a year, opening a ground for discussion on skincare at home or 
related issues, under the common theme of Celloom. We could 
gain lots of insight from Celloomer Deep Talk that we began to 
interview individual customers as well.

What could be ahead of Celloom in the future? 
Unlike other businesses who jumped into the market with 
bespoke cosmetic products, Celloom first began to make its 
presence with mass-produced vegan skincare products and 
then secured ground for brand awareness and distribution 
channels before delving into developing customized skincare 
products. The approach resulted in sound financial statement 
and stability in business environment for claiming advantages in 
the bespoke skincare market. We seek to offer both of mass-

produced product line and bespoke product line in the future. 
For now, we are placing our resources to development of new 
bespoke products, vegan lip balm and face mists. We do agree 
with the idea of value consumption, but for sustainable growth 
of our business, we view that skincare products should first 
and foremost be pleasant to use. Based on this belief, we will 
continue our efforts in developing products for effective skincare 
at home and applications that help customers in skincare in the 
future.

© Doctor & Daughter 

© Doctor & Daughter 
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Please tell us about NeStyle.

With NeStyle, we are dreaming of making everyone live 
with style by offering service based on deep learning 
technology to enable image conversion and production 
and computer imaging technology. In short, we seek to 
help our customers find their style with a good combination 
of the real world and the virtual one. We are currently on 
the first phase, serving our customers with virtual services 
to assist in finding their style. 

Could you tell us more about the virtual try-on service?

This is intuitive for almost anyone to figure out how it works. 
Send us a picture of yourself and a picture of a clothes 
you’re looking into and we create a picture image that 
looks like you are actually trying the clothes on. This would 
help you find your new style or have pleasant experience 
while browsing online stores, while online business owners 
can reduce returns and raise percentage of purchase 
conversion by serving their customers better.

It was fascinating to experience the try-on service 
on the proto page. From an online business owner’s 
perspective, what could be expected from this new 
technology? 
One of the biggest challenges for any online store owners 
is generating user traffic. And this happens to demand 

Virtual Try-on Service 
NeStyle

Lee Yonggyun, CEO of Nestyle

enormous investment as well. And then another challenges 
to face would be to lead these visitors traffics to stay longer 
online and thus, push up purchase conversion. The virtual 
try-on service would lessen burden from these kinds of 
challenges. Furthermore, product return-issues could be 
resolved as well. We have observed that a lot of customers 
return what they purchase simply because they didn’t like 
them. We are confident that the virtual try-on service is 
going to be useful in resolving these kinds of problems. 

Let’s talk about the R&D team. Who are working with the 
team?

NeStyle is start-up started by AI research labs from 
Korea University and KAIST. For source technology, joint 
research activities are conducted, with the KAIST research 
lab taking initiatives. The team is made up with talents 
specialized in computer vision and deep learning and 
some interns looking to conduct some research with KAIST. 
For your information, when each of us make business 
cards, we print a few lines of copies that best describe 
ourselves such as “the man who can dress well” or “the 
woman who wants to dress with style,” instead of job titles. 
And making most of this opportunity, I would like to say 
that we are more than ready to welcome any researchers 
who are interested in fashion industry (laugh). 

What sets NeStyle apart from the rivaling companies with 
similar technology?

Admittedly, there are numerous kinds of technology that 
enable people to try fashion items in virtual reality. You 
can think of some try-on service using magic mirror to see 
how you look with clothes you are interested in trying and 
online try-on service with avatars. But as for the former, 
you cannot access the service unless you drop by off-line 
stores, while for the latter, the avatars do not look exactly 
the same as how you actually look. But ours sets itself 
apart by offering virtual experience that would be similar 
to actually trying on any fashion items that you may be 

© NeStyle 

interested in, if you share picture images of yourself and 
the item you are looking into. Because each person has 
unique hair style and skin color. 

You are working closely with SBA these days.

I was thrilled to know that our business was shortlisted 
for the support program for fashion business. It was a 
precious opportunity for a start-up like ours who has been 
aspiring to make dream come true. I wish I could offer help 
for smaller-sized online shops that are grappling. I am 
proud to be part of the partnership with SBA. 

What is your outlook on the present and future of virtual 
try-on service? 
In Korea, online shopping market grew to hover KRW 120 
trillion in size, with online shops of more than 2 million. In 
2020 alone, three hundred thousand new online stores 
started their business. I suppose that spread of COVID-19 
has played its part in spreading contact-free lifestyle. With 
competition among online stores intensifying, virtual try-

on service is becoming one of the trending issues in many 
sectors.

What is the beauty that NeStyle aspire to suggest?
It is confidence in being entirely yourself. Instead of fitting 
yourself to images of models on screens, I would like to 
suggest that you find some new aspects of yourself that 
you have not been aware of by turning to some of virtual 
try-on services. Regardless of how familiar with fashion, 
I wish you could try any fashion style with confidence, 
making most of NeStyle.

© NeStyle 
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Please introduce NARAOROOM to our readers.

Naraoroom is a company that makes flower tea with its tea 
brand, “Im Flower Tea.” We are growing flowers that are 
registered by the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety for the tea 
by the mountain side of Sobaeksan and make tea at our own 
facilities certified by GAP and HCCP. I can confidently say that 
the tea products are all masterpieces made with the method 
inspired from Korean red ginseng – a repletion of roasting and 
cooling nine times. 

Can you recall your first encounter with tea?

I first started my career as a broadcaster, but it was my mother 
who welcomed me into the world of tea. As a principle lecturer 
of Lee Yeonhee Flower Tea Culture Institute, she taught me the 
best of what she had known. But I need to admit that I wasn’t 
much into tea earlier. My parents relocated themselves to a 
rural area ten years ago and started farming flowers and herbs 
in the front yard. And to everybody’s dismay, what my mother 
had been up to for leisure grew into her business. Since then, 
one of the best flower tea instructors in Korea has served me 
the best flower tea every day that I came to fall in love with it. 
And learning little by little, I found myself sharing wonderful tea 
with my friends. Then one day, one of beautiful female actors 
mentioned that she felt like she was treated well like a princess 
with a great cup of flower tea from ours. At that moment, it 
occurred to me that it could be part of my mission in life to 
introduce the world of tea to people. Since then, I became 
curious about what kind of tea people outside of Korea enjoy 
that I took on learning tea from other countries such as Vietnam. 

What kind of tea is available from Naraoroom?

We have four tea products that we are focusing for selling. 
Three of them are gift sets with four different flower tea blends 
– A Dream Flower Tea, Flower Tea for Pregnant Women and 
Premium Flower Tea, and one of them is Stevia Flower Tea 
made with dried stevia flower. 

Every flower tea comes in different colors when seeped in 
water. With beautiful flowers added to the magnetism of tea, 
the pleasure of enjoying tea seems to be doubled. 
You will find a vast variety of colors from flower tea. Multi-
colored flower used to be part of the trend for a while. And 
some of them change in color when blended with lemons. 
Let me share some tips on how to enjoy flower tea. Pick your 
favorite color and find some flower tea of the same color to try. 
I personally like yellow, so I often enjoy yellow chrysanthemum 

Healthy Flower Tea 
From Pristine Mountain Side 
IM FLOWER TEA

Kang Dayoung, CEO of IM FLOWER TEA (NARAOROOM)

tea. Chrysanthemum tea from Im Flower Tea is rich in scent and 
aroma that once you try, you would fall in love with it. And I also 
recommend trying with pretty tea pots and cups. Because you 
would find yourself lifted up (laugh). 

You seem to have paid a lot of attention to package design 
for the flower tea. 
Many of customers choose Im Flower Tea for gifts, because 
they are affordable and great for making their loved ones 
happy and for thank you gifts. So, the package design idea 
for Im Flower Tea is to best express sincerity filled with artistic 
elements. I personally wish that Im Flower Tea could be refined 
and sophisticated to welcome and serve important guests.

For red ginseng flower tea, you have applied for patent in 
special technology of enhancing internal absorption. Could 
you please tell us more about it?
That’s true. Red ginseng does not infuse well in water. But we 
made our best possible manufacturing technology to solve 
the problem. And that is part of the patented technology to 
make our red ginseng tea possible. One of the best ways to 
love yourself is to take good care of your health with flower tea 
blended with red ginseng, because it enhances immunity and 
improves skin condition. 

What was the biggest challenge when you were delving into 
development of flower tea products?

I like learning things. That’s why I enjoyed learning about tea 
a lot. But I felt that I needed much more when I tried to make 
something that someone else, other than myself, takes in. 
This has motivated me to make tea products only with flowers 
registered by the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety, to make 

sure that I am knowledgeable enough in flowers and food. And 
I also reached a conclusion that I should be taking initiatives in 
purchasing locally grown flowers from different areas in Korea 
nationwide to revive local economy. I keep researching to 
develop flower tea products, leaping through academic papers 
and books. But don’t get me wrong, I won’t be a phantom of 
research lab (laugh).

The company-run flower farm runs a program for visitors to 
make their own flower tea. Could you tell us more about the 
program?

I believe that you could spend the most precious moment in 
your life making your own flower tea. Because the time you 
spend – either by yourself or with your loved ones – would make 
a breather for yourself. Against this backdrop, we started the 
program.

What are “wellness” and “beauty” from Naraoroom’s 
perspective?

Wellness is about taking care of yourself for your dignity, while 
beauty is about sharing energy filled with sophistication and 
energy with people around you. 

What could be the future directionality for Naraoroom?

We aspire to offer help for everyone to be beautiful and well. One 
of the best measures for us to take is to fill as much energy as 
possible in the flower tea so that anyone enjoying our tea could 
unleash beautiful energy. We are currently conducting research 
activities so that we can offer a variety of kinds of ginseng flower 
tea. And we seek to make the tea beautiful yet easy to enjoy. 
Afterall, Im Flower Tea aspire to make best efforts in making both 
of those who offer gifts and others who receive them. 

© Naraoroom

© Naraoroom
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Please tell us about MATTA.

MATTA is a brand that delivers fragrance and scent in 
everyday lives, with the brand message, “where you can rest 
and relax.” Spending time filled with fragrance and scent from, 
we wish our customers feel relaxed and happy.

Interest in yoga led to growing interest in incense as well. 
But there are still many who perceive incense as an item for 
special occasions like ancestral rites in Korea. When do you 
think is the best occasion to burn some incense? 
At any moment you feel you need some fragrance, you 
can turn to it. Since you spend more hours at home or at 
work, incense is just right for use, because you could switch 
atmosphere at an instant, burning some incense. 
I choose different incense for different occasions, such as at 
work, for exercising and before bedtime, so that I could get 
myself immersed in the occasion. Well, considering how many 
pieces of incense I burn every day, I should agree with some 
who joked that I started MATTA to use the products for myself 
(laugh). 

Some places are remembered for their fragrance and scent. 
Do you see that fragrances can leave some special impact 
in spaces?

One of the attractive elements and effect of fragrance is that 
when fragrance of a certain place is remembers to dwell in 
your mind, then the fragrance would trigger your memories 
from the place. Because the fragrance should be good enough 
to take you back to the memories and atmosphere of the place 
you liked. It is amazing to have a place to be remembered 
for its fragrance. For instance, K Boodstore saw its fragrance 
gaining popularity that it eventually introduced its perfume. A 
product packed with fragrance of a place hints that the place is 
dwelling in minds of many and further, is loved by many. When 
we find an opportunity to open our own store one day, we want 
our store to be loved by our customers. 

Scent to Spice up Everyday Lives 
MATTA 

Min Kyeongkoo, CEO of MATTA  

Poetics names like “The Chorok” and “Lullaby” are eye-

catching and makes many of us curious about the scents. 
How did you come up with the names? 
We spend about a week burning newly made incense and 
thinking about the suitable moments and occasions for its 
scent. Imaging whether scenes the incense presents could 
be day or night, or forests or sea, who it could be with, what 
the weather could be, we think about all possible occasions 
and moments to find the best match. We get inspirations 
from literature, movies and lyrics of songs. For “Lullaby,” for 
instance, there are elements that could remind you of the song, 
“Little Stars” that you may sung a lot when you were little. 

What do you pay the most attention for perfuming? 
When you make some incense sticks from dough with 
ingredients you blend, you often end up with different fragrance 
from what you originally imagine. There could be a number 
of reasons, and one of them is that throughout the drying 
process, so-called top notes are lost. Because of this, we 
pay enormous attention to make sure that the fragrance that 
we intend to create are best expressed through our incense 
products. 

Products are updated through crowdfunding.

That’s right. We are planning to introduce our new products 
with floral and musk fragrance for spring and summer seasons 
this year. I suppose by the time the April issue of “Seoul 
Made” is published, we would start selling ours (laugh). With 
expansion of our product line-up, the sampler product line 
“Palette” is going to be updated as well. And in parallel, we are 
working closely with our partners to present some contents in 
both on and offline, and you may look forward to it. 

What is your recommendation for those who burn incense 
for the first time?

How about starting with incense sticks – those without bamboo 
sticks? It burns with little smoke and smells milder that it would 
be easy to try for the first timers. Incense sticks are making up 
the majority of MATTA’s product line, and I’m confident to say 
that once you start, you won’t stop. So, any one of our products 
is going to work for you. But if you need a recommendation for 
one out of our products, try “241 Winter and Forest.” You may 
like the fragrance resembling to cold wind from winter forests 
that feels as if it is cooling your mind down. 

What are “wellness” and “health” that MATTA could 
suggest? 
Honestly, you may find some clue from the brand logo. At the 
first glance, the logo may look symmetric. But if you take a 
closer look, you will notice that the corners of the upper part are 
perpendicular, while the corners in the lower part are rounded. 
These are some of the small details to illustrate our aspiration 
for balance between outer and inner self. I believe that wellness 
of both body and mind should be part of a path in finding some 

ideal beauty. And MATTA seeks to be a facilitator in finding 
one. In short, whereas wellness is part of the process of finding 
your true self, beauty is its outcome. Slowly yet steadily, as you 
find out more about who you are and what you like, you would 
find healthier and more beautiful self. I hope you listen to voice 
from inside of yourself and find your true beauty blessed with 
wellness. 

What could be ahead of MATTA? 
With MATTA, we look forward to persuading our customers not 
to associate incense with Buddhist temples. Rather, we would 
like to deliver messages that incense can smell as good as 
perfume. And we wish to grow the brand that could comfort 
and support our customers. We will continue our efforts so 
that MATTA could leave our customers with good memories 
of filling life with fragrance and scents. We would like to ask for 
continuous support for MATTA.

© MATTA  

© MATTA  
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You Are Beautiful When You Are “Yourself”
Jeon Wooseong, Branding Director 

Each person would have different viewpoint on what could be beautiful. This already hints that each person has 
different perspective on how to define beauty. Aside from such definition, however, it is still another challenge 
to reveal with distinctive and unique style. Yet when voices grow louder to support anyone to be himself or 
herself, then someday, everyone would feel comfortable in revealing the way he or she is. Jeon Wooseong, the 
branding director who recently ran “#BeYourself” campaign, talks about promising future filled with optimism. W
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#BeYourself
This is a campaign engaging users 
to upload photos with style that best 
describe themselves to select the 
final ten winners for opportunities 
of photo shooting by professional 
photographers. The campaign has 
created a stir, attracting more than one 
hundred thousand participants from 
diverse background, regardless of 
gender, age, nationality and physical 
condition. Obviously, not all of them 
had ambitions or philosophy to be part 
of the campaign – many of them wanted 
to open up themselves and show their 
own style. The active participation 
turned out to be fascinating stories and 
became encouragement for those who 
were afraid of being themselves.

CREATOR

Branding Director 
Jeon Wooseong
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You have had experience as a branding director for 
numerous companies, including one of the major 
businesses in Korea and leading start-ups. What does a 
branding director normally do?

I admit that the title, branding director may not sound familiar 
to many. To help you understand what a branding director 
does, I can say that it is about planning how to communicate 
with consumers about distinctive elements and philosophy 
of a brand and thus, bridge between consumers and the 
brand for good relationship. It is a challenging job, taking 
steadiness and patience. 

You have run countless number of projects.

One of the projects I can recall is “Hangul Campaign” by 
a Korean internet company, Naver. This is a campaign to 
pursue common good by releasing beautiful Hangul font for 
commemorating Hangul Day every year. Many businesses 
are following the suit these days, but when Naver first 
started, the company was one of only few. I took charge of 
the fourth campaign, which promoted a new eco-friendly 
typeface for saving ink, introduced a variety of usage and 
distributed relevant document formats. 

We should also talk about “US by StyleShare,” a private 
brand by StyleShare and #BeYourself campaign.

“US” is a fashion brand with a line-up made up mostly with 
basic items. The key policy is to listen to voice of customers 
and make products with colors and materials that the 
customers ask us for. And another key element that sets 
us apart from others is that instead of models, customers 
of diverse physique and characters are modelling for the 
brand. Since the first introduction, US sees its fandom 
growing. And #BeYourself is one of the brand campaigns. 
We have run the campaign three times and attracted more 
than ten thousand participants. 

#BeYourself campaign has drawn enormous attention. 
Attracting a lot of participants with different styles, the 
campaign has seen its success in delivering a message 
that “you can be beautiful only when you are being 
yourself.” What was your motivation behind starting the 
campaign?

StyleShare has originally started with an online community. 
By sharing photos to show off unique style and encouraging 
one another, the members have built strong bond. And 
with such relationship as a foundation, the community has 
established its distinctive culture. #BeYourself is a campaign 
that was designed to promote the unique culture and brand 
identity of StyleShare. 
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What was the story that the campaign sought to share?

First, we tried to tell our customers that StyleShare 
embraces and respects diversity. Second, we sought to 
expand the scope of what makes one stylish. You don’t 
necessarily need to be handsome, pretty or slim – you need 
to be confident to embrace yourself the way you are and 
show off our own style. And we felt that the campaign name, 
#BeYourself could include all of these ideas. 

It could have been an enormous challenge to select top 
ten out of mor than ten thousand participants. What was 
the criteria?

We saw more participants than we had originally expected. 
I agree that it was not easy to select a few who were being 
themselves. There were a few elements for the criteria, 
and one of them that we paid the most attention to was 
“confidence.” We paid close attention to find out whether 
each participant revealed confidence, regardless of style. 
In short, the most important factor to be one of the top ten 
was to show how you set yourself apart with your unique 
style. Nevertheless, I should admit that it was challenging 
throughout the campaign.

The campaign attracted participants with novel style. 
Have you felt recently that people began to open their 
eyes to their unique beauty?

Seeing confidence translated into unique style, I found each 
of participants fabulous. Of course, I admit that it takes more 
than confidence to say that more people came to open their 
eyes to their uniqueness and beauty but for now, I learned 
from the campaign that there are a vast variety of people 
around the world with their own uniqueness. 

Can you recall any participants who have impressed you?

StyleShare is an app, with users made up mostly with 
female in their teens or twenties. But I have seen a lot of 
male participants and moreover, when it comes to age, not 
only people in their thirties or forties but also older-aged 
participants actively took part – I saw a few in their sixties 
as well. And I could also find participants with a variety 
of types of physique. It was literally a campaign at the 
pinnacle of diversity. One of them I could recall was a male 
participant in his sixties. He used a nickname that translates 
into English, “A Lonely Cowboy,” and mentioned that his 
daughter had advised him to be part of the campaign. And 
he found himself lifted up by positive feedback that he kept 
posting pictures of himself in a variety of style – I was very 
much pleased to see him doing so.
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You may have felt great seeing it. Could you share more 
fascinating stories behind the campaign?

I can recall a student with handicaps who rode his 
wheelchair. And his fashion sense was amazingly distinctive. 
It was great to see him showing off his style and tastes, 
not caring too much about what everybody else things. He 
drew enormous attention from participants and members of 
the community, and the campaign has bridge between him 
and us that he started working with us. Last but not least, I 
should mention a plus-sized model. She mentioned that she 
took part because she wanted to raise awareness for plus 
sizes and prove that anyone could be stylish regardless 
of size, even though plus sizes were still somewhat 
marginalized in the society. I was impressed by how brave 
she was.

You may have gone thought numerous thoughts during 
the campaign. 
To me, #BeYourslef campaign nudged me into asking 
myself once again about what makes me myself. Seeing the 
participants expressing themselves by being themselves, I 
came to look back upon myself whether I chose style that 
has revealed myself, or whether I asked myself thoroughly 
enough about my tastes and style. I made my own 
conclusion that I should be bolder to express myself, not 
caring too much about what everybody else thinks. 

Have you had any moment that you were being yourself or 
found a style that best expresses yourself, after numerous 
thoughts and questions?

I believe it is part of my instinct to set myself apart from 
everybody else. And I guess that best describes myself. 
When everybody else is buying something, I don’t feel like 
getting one for myself, and when everyone else is jumping 
into something, I choose not to. The same goes for the way I 
work. I don’t want to go through thoughts that everyone else 
does. I try to push boundaries and jump out of my comfort 
zone to find problem-solving solutions, even if answers were 
already out there. Search for out-of-the box idea helps me 
in being myself. 
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Are there any fashion style that you have been thinking 
about but hesitating to try?

For fashion style, I can talk about two things – its shaving 
my head and tattoo. Both of these takes some boldness and 
courage. I want to try at least once in my life, but I realized 
once again that it’s easier said than done. But it also occurs 
to me that once I push this barrier, I would find myself more 
comfortable with trying anything new. But I need to admit 
that the barrier is enormous (laugh). 

I happen to have tattooed a phrase, “Be Yourself.” What 
should each of us do to make the society that encourages 
anyone to be himself or herself. 
First and foremost, you shouldn’t pay too much attention to 
what everybody else thinks or sees. Once you start being 
too conscious to everyone else, then you can’t be yourself 
anymore. For instance, you shouldn’t ask yourself questions 
like, “if I have this one, wouldn’t everybody else laugh at 
me?” or “is everybody going to hate me for acting like this?” 
The moment you turn to what everybody thinks, you won’t 
live your own life – you live a life that everyone else wants. 
So, you need to pay attention to yourself. But this sounds 
like a message to myself as well.

You are a father of two daughters as well. And the world 
is still imposing more strict standards on women when it 
comes to beauty. What would you tell your daughters who 
would take on their own quest in their lives?

I want to tell my children that there is no such thing as 
absolute standard of beauty. And #BeYourself campaign 
highlighted that style could be more diverse than what the 
society has conventionally been demanding, such as great 
looks and physique. I want to stress that they should be 
themselves to be beautiful in their own way. It doesn’t matter 
what everybody else thinks.

Last but not least, you mentioned in one of the interviews 
that branding is about making the brand “be and express 
itself.” Could you share your tips on one can be oneself? 
You may start asking yourself a question, “what makes me 
set myself apart from everyone else?” This will be a start 
of your journey for finding what makes you be and express 
yourself. So, I’d like to suggest thinking about it. 
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Beauty To Share Integrity
CEO of One Thing Choi Yumi, 
CEO of Merry Monde Roh Hyesoo, 
CEO of Papa Receipe Kim Yeongkyeong, 
CEO of TOUN 28 Park Joonsoo 

Here are all the advices on how to find your true beauty by subtracting, instead of adding, and taking care 
of yourself with smartness and good intensions. With “clean beauty” being part of the trend these days, 
the business leaders who are ahead of the trend shared their thoughts and ideas to help everyone find his 
or her own beauty, balancing with rationality and wellness, and further, become more smart consumers. W
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The Only One Thing You Need

Choi Yumi stresses that it is important to find skincare products that 
“works for you,” rather than price or brand awareness level. To this 
extent, Choi is focusing on getting rid of anything unnecessary, aspiring 
to materializing the idea. I myself have had a tedious journey, recklessly 
binge-buying expensive skincare products that were known to be good 
for skin, before I finally found my own solution from One Thing skincare 
products. Asking questions from consumers’ perspective, I found myself 
building trust in the products I use. 

CEO of One Thing
Choi Yumi

It is a pleasure to meet you in person. As a consumer of One 
Thing, I’d like to comment that the product is working well 
for my skin.

I’m glad to hear that the product is working well for your skin 
(laugh). For One Thing, the focus is laid on efficacy of original 
ingredients. The majority of skincare products are overflowing 
with substances. Quite unlike conventional wisdom that all of 
these substances are good for your skin, it is quite the opposite 
in reality. This has motivated us into putting our resources to 
make the most of distinctive quality and efficacy of ingredients, 
after finding high quality ingredients and extracting in 
appropriate method. The efforts may have been the factors for 
the products to work well for your skin.

The fact that you focus on “one thing” – good ingredients – 
helped the brand build trust for consumers. What has made 
you come up with the idea? You mentioned before that you 
were previously making soaps. 
That’s right. I used to make soaps, but a chance meeting 
with the co-founder of One Thing made me come up with a 
brilliant idea. The co-founder and my business partner read 
a newspaper article and shared it with me the other day and 
learned that production cost made up only about 10% of the 
price of skincare products. And reading the newspaper, we 
felt that something was wrong. So, wondering why, we started 
observing the cosmetic industry and learned that higher-end 
products and lower-end products had almost little difference in 
the price and quality of ingredients. And we felt that we should 
get rid of anything unnecessary but instead, focus on essential 
values to finally benefit consumers. We also wished that we 
could return saved costs to our consumers. Furthermore, we 

© One Thing 

© One Thing 

sought to bring a change to a conventional wisdom that the 
more expensive a skincare product was, the better it would be.  

You started from a curiosity with consumers’ perspective. As 
a consumer myself, I’d like to ask you about the production 
process.

Our team is actively taking part in virtual everything across 
the production process, including decision-making in where 
to source ingredients and extraction method. And all of the 
products are subject to skin irritation tests and vegan certification 
to make sure that they are made clean and safe before reaching 
our customers. For packaging, we found the least expensive 
ones to save costs, but I’m confident to tell you that they are 
made with recyclable and eco-friendly materials. And all 
product lines are designed and developed to be cruelty-free – 
thirteen of them have been certified to be vegan and there are a 
few more going under the certification process. And in parallel, 
we aspire to be as eco-conscious as we can by minimizing 
packaging. So, you can count on us. 

You seem to have put enormous effort in balancing among 
cost, cleanness and efficacy. And you might have gone 
through a lot of thoughts and questions.

When we started our business, we knew clearly about what 
we wanted to make. So, throughout planning, design and 
production process, we haven’t faced challenges. But we kept 
wondering whether consumers would recognize and support 
us. To find answers, we kept up with our drives for a head start, 
regardless of possible outcomes. 

One Thing has had a good start. What have you had in front?
But we faced real challenges since then. Production and sales 
were not the concerns for us, but the real challenge came from 
communicating with our customers. We learned that each 
person had different skin problems and inquiries. At first, I can 
recall that we all had hard time understanding customers’ needs 
and closely interacting with them (laugh). As the business grew 
in size, we also faced challenges in streamlining management 
and logistics system. To solve the problems, we took measures 
one at a time. For instance, we hired researchers who acquired 
national certifications issued by the Ministry of Food and Drug 
Safety in Korea that we thought would be relevant to bespoke 
skincare products and found a logistics and distribution partner 
that can distribute products both at home and abroad.

The company gives an impression that it has put itself into its 
customers’ shoes. I found an endless list of customer reviews 
as well. Could you recall any reviews? 
The products had an endless list of reviews, and one of them I 
can recall was a humorous one that read, “this kind of business 
should be ‘bombarded’ with money.” The reviewer mentioned 
that after all the tedious efforts to fight off acne, looking for 
all products and frequenting at dermatologists, it was such 
a delight to find an effective yet affordable one. I can also 

remember another one of customer leaving reviews to tell us 
how much the skin condition improved day by day, and still 
another customer sending us a hand-written letter for a thank 
you message. Warm-hearted feedback from our customers is 
an encouragement to us. 

What’s fascinating about One Thing products is that you 
can combine with other skincare products. Are there any 
tips to share?

Even if we did all we can to make the most of key qualities of 
ingredients and finished skin irritation tests, each person has 
different skin sensitivity. So, we’d like to advise our customers to 
have some patch tests before you use to your needs. You may 
look for moisturizing products in the winter, while you are likely to 
turn to light and soothing ones for summer, and it is a good idea 
to use One Thing products with different combination for each 
season.

Last but not least, what are your personal goal and what is 
the future aspiration for One Thing?

The world is hailing K-Beauty these days. Korean companies 
have top-of-the class manufacturing technology, and we see 
that there are more opportunities in the global market. We aspire 
to make One Thing a global brand that promote splendidness 
of Korean cosmetic products. Last year, we have expanded to 
twenty different countries around the world, including Japan, 
Taiwan and China, and this year, we are pouring our resources 
into making our foothold in the United States. And personally, I 
came to be more eco-conscious in the wake of the pandemic 
for the past year. And as a business leader, I’m going to keep 
asking myself what I can do for the society. I’d like to reach out 
to more people, and at the same time, I’d like to play my part in 
resolving environment issues.
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It’s a pleasure to meet you. You have been in the cosmetics 
industry for quite a while, and Merry Monde stands out for its 
bright color palettes and seems to have had uniqueness of 
you channeled into the products. 
I wanted to translate childlike innocence of women and build a 
brand that arouse sensibility that could be typical of girls. Merry 
Monde is a vegan makeup brand pursuing trendiness and 
kitchness of teenagers that target MZ generation. I believe that 
many women would have childlike innocence. While you may 
prefer to be chic and modern in their style, you could have at 
least one or two cute items that you played with as a child. Or 
you may buy one for yourself for refreshment. I thought these 
hinted that elements related with child innocence can work well 
for many. But I found, on the other hand, that most of makeup 
products in the market were just about the same. I wished 
customers could once again feel some excitement they felt 
when they received gifts back in their childhood years.

The products are drawing attention for colorful packages, 
but they are also made with skin-friendly substances. What 
made you think about substances?

When I started Merry Monde, I had had ten years of experience 
in product planning and training in the industry. And I came 
to ask question about why almost no one little attention to 
substances for makeup products, whereas everyone was 
buzzing about skincare. As a person with sensitive skin who 
likes putting on makeup, substances for makeup products 
have always been my interest. These brought me into starting a 
business, Merry Monde – a makeup brand balancing between 
design that arouse childhood innocence and good substances 
for skin. 

© Merry Monde

© Merry Monde

I agree. Substances are normally highlighted for skincare 
products. What sets Merry Monde apart from other makeup 
brands?

It’s not just the cute and fancy package design, but also 
everything else, including texture, color and substances are 
added together to let customers have satisfying product 
experience. For instance, base makeup products are applied 
directly on skin, and if you put base makeups packed with 
substances that are not friendly to your skin, then you may not 
keep your skin healthy, even if you have skincare products 
with high quality substances. Against this background, I 
decided to first introduce Love Crush Base Makeup collection. 
All substances are rated EWG GREEN 1 or 2, and allergic 
substances and substances that require cautions are all 
excluded for these vegan products. You will only find few other 
foundation products with substances like those of Merry Monde. 
And moreover, they cover blemishes, give radiance to skin and 
last longer. 

You are showing confidence in the products. Could you tell 
us about production process that could make Merry Monde 
different from everything else in the market?
Our team makes sure to keep up with market trends by 
conducting market research. Because when you read the 
trend, you would open your eyes to demands and needs of 
consumers. At the planning stage, I share trending issues and 
ideas with the staff. And all the team members are actively 
taking part in evaluation of sample products. My personal 
aspirations are important, but since I am aware that consumers 
are those who would use the products in the end, I place my 
resources into understanding what customers want from us. 
The efforts are being paid off that the recent products, Super 
Twim pen-type eyeliners flew off the shelves that they sold out 
in less than ten days after the first release. The team figured 
that customers of MZ generations look to have clearer eyelines 
and make their eyes look bigger and delved into research and 
development to introduce some easy-to-use eyeliner products. 
The products solved problem by introducing something 
that had not been out in the market before. In addition, we 
developed number 3 and number 4 on our own – one is 
natural brown for shades or creating under eye fats that a lot 
of Koreans consider cute, and the other came in bright pink for 
highlighting These are gaining explosive popularity for rarity and 
furthermore, for vegan substances. 

I want to try a few for myself as well (laugh). And you’re 
always conveying a message that “we should all enjoy 
putting makeup on our face.” 
Merry Monde is a hybrid between the word, “merry” and the 
French word meaning world, “monde. With the name, we are 
delivering a message that we try to engage with our customers 
under the theme, “the world filled with pleasure.” As mentioned 
earlier, Merry Monde targets MZ generations, and I felt that the 
customers of this generation seek a variety of fun. To attract 

these customers, we came up with an idea of making Love 
Crush Stick Foundation into a cylinder heart shape so that when 
you stamp the foundation on your face, it would leave a heart 
shape. The idea turned out to be fun for our customers that 
we’ve found many of them posting pictures of their face with 
heart shapes on social media (laugh). I felt that these would 
become part of trend to make makeup fun to try. In addition, 
to be relevant with recent trend in decorating planners with 
stickers, we pair some stickers themed around our brand with 
our products. We are looking to open a ground for establishing 
culture themed around “fun” to build an active community.

Makeup seems to be making yourself look more beautiful.
That’s right. In Korea, back in my school days, you would get 
shunned by teachers and parents for putting on makeup (laugh). 
But the majority of the teenagers are learning how to respect 
themselves and have their interpersonal relationship influenced 
by makeups – it is making up a significant part of culture among 
teenagers. I would like to suggest that teachers and parents 
recognize the fact the makeup has become a significant part of 
teenagers’ culture and guide them to use safer products with 
better substances, since these teenagers are growing up. For 
this younger-aged and promising generation, we would like to 
offer products that are fun to use, while being recommendable 
by educators and parents, and thus, champion decent culture 
for teenagers. 

Are there other messages that you want to deliver through 
Merry Monde?

I used to teach makeups and personal colors before. I learned 
from the experience that not only women meeting popular 
standards of beauty can be beautiful, but any woman has 
her own beauty and color. So, when I first started my own 
business, the key slogan was “all women are beautiful and 
so is the world.” I wish all women find their unique beauty to 
make themselves happy and fill their lives with confidence, 
instead of trying to cover weaknesses. With Merry Monde, we 
keep introducing unique makeup products packed with great 
substances. And I also plan to expand to skincare products 
that mothers and daughters can use together. So, please keep 
supporting Merry Monde!

CEO of Merry Monde
Roh Hyesoo

Time to Get Excited about Yourself 

Roh Hyesoo, the CEO of Merry Monde, had sensitive skin and felt that to 
keep putting on make-up that she had liked, make-up products should 
also have skin-friendly substances. In parallel, this make-up brand founder 
constantly asks herself what she can do to establish a culture associated 
with “fun,” just like toys that many may have played with when they were 
little. From lovely color palettes, eye-catching design and brilliant ideas, 
all color palettes of Merry Monde would arouse some feeling that you may 
have gone through when you first applied make-ups. 
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Papa Recipe is a naturalist skincare brand made by father 
who tried to make skincare items for his daughter. Could you 
tell us the stories behind starting the business?

Papa Recipe had its first start in 2012 with skincare products 
made by a father. The founder and CEO, Kim Hankyoon tested 
preservatives-free organic jojoba oil to make the first product 
free of any substances of skepticism for his first child who was 
born with severely dry skin, atopy and congenital fever. The 
fatherly love cared improved the daughter’s skin condition. And 
the words spread through parents in similar circumstances 
since then. And we are continuing the tradition of sending 
hand-written letters to our customers since then. Now I heard 
that he is applying the jojoba oil from Papa Recipe for his fourth 
child.

The brand started with warm hearts and passion of a father 
for his own child. 
That’s true. And as his children are growing up, the CEO 
came to pay attention to wider range of topics. As well as 
skincare products that children can use, Kim started looking for 
measures to protect environment for the future. Papa Recipe 
delivers messages based on the belief that decent ingredients 
come from decent environment, and healthy skin, from healthy 
lifestyle. And the founder of Papa Recipe carries out the belief in 
action in his everyday life. He has relocated to Jeju Island with 
his family to live life surrounded by nature. He is indeed tireless 
and passionate about everything (laugh). And he is trend-savvy 
that he is interacting with his customers at Club House these 
days. And there are still a few more to be discussed, but we are 
preparing to kick off a few projects of creating a place themed 
around Papa Recipe brand, an office themed around Jeju 
Island and a house themed around the home of the founder, 
while preserving nature of the Island on a land of over 33,000 
square meters. 

© Papa Recipe

© Papa Recipe

It was impressive to hire non-celebrities and staff members 
of Papa Recipe. Does this come from the founder’s belief 
as well?
For pages featuring skincare products, the models had to 
have flawless and radiant skin that correction work has been 
essential. Because the pages had to persuade its visitors that 
the products would be helpful in making skin look as beautiful 
as the model. But in reality, almost no one has skin as flawless 
as these models in the images. And moreover, through Papa 
Recipe, we didn’t want to talk only about beautiful skin. This 
made us conclude that we need to change the way we hire 
models and take photos. And we decided not to make too 
much correction for perfect looking skin. Instead, we try to 
show various skin conditions of people of all ages and genders 
around us, focusing on those who are using our products. 
The visual elements were new to the beauty industry in Korea, 
but we feel lucky that the team members and customers are 
agreeing with and supporting us. 

Papa Recipe has a product portfolio made up with a diverse 
range of products to solve a variety of skin problems.

We have made a honeycombed product map to solve various 
skin problems. For various skin problems, we have divided 
categories by skin types and problems. For instance, for oily 
skin with inflammatory acne, we offer products with tea tree, for 
oily skin lacking moisture, eggplants, for skin that have acnes 
squeezed or popped, centella and calamine, and blemish for 
skin with acne spots. And further, instead of making categories 
by age or gender, we offer products for different skin problems 
with different substances and efficacy. Our work has attracted 
customers of different age groups ranging from teenagers to 
those in their forties. And male customers are making up some 
significant part, quite unlike our expectation.

You have a diverse range of customers. Papa Recipe is 
growing fast these days, and the CEO himself may go 
through numerous thoughts.

The story behind Papa Recipe has been a double-bladed 
sword for us. Despite numerous messages that we have 
delivered, we learned that people would only remember that 
Papa Recipe products are the ones made by a father. With 
the brand growing, product line up and customer groups are 
expanding, but because of the brand image associated with 
“skincare products made by a father for his daughter” or “gifts 
from father,” we found some customers not being able to relate 
themselves with the brand. In short, we were concerned about 
the brand message being stronger than the product image. 
And we were worried about brand identity being weakened 
as well. To solve the problem and find out what we had to 
focus on, we paid close attention to customer reviews and 
contents that mentioned us on media channel. We learned 
from analysis that customers were relying on Papa Recipe for 
mildness, affordability, friendly communication and integrity, 
putting brand messages aside. So, we decided to be honest 

in communicating the essence and philosophy of ours, while 
leaving the story behind the brand intact, through the medium 
of products and actions by for example, introducing refills and 
using recycled plastic. 

This issue is themed around “being beautiful by being 
yourself.” The question may sound vague and vast, but how 
would the founder and CEO of Papa Recipe define “beauty?”

Beauty comes from confidence in yourself, rather than from 
appearance or physique. In fact, beauty may include what you 
eat, wear and put on your skin. And Papa Recipe is here to help 
you care a few things on the outside to enhance confidence for 
your inner self. Like keeping yourself active, eating healthy food 
and reading books, skincare is part of yourself management 
routine. And I believe that such routine can bring about changes 
in your life. 

Obviously, the balance between in and outside shall be all 
the more important. Last but not least, could you tell us about 
the future that Papa Recipe is dreaming of?
For changes in perception towards reuse of containers and 
packages, we are preparing to start a campaign. Working 
closely with Lock & Lock, a container maker, we are going to 
introduce Refill Start Set made with Lock & Lock container and 
refill products in coming April. Refill products are designed to 
reduce waste and bring down costs so that customers may 
purchase products discounted by up to 60%. To reduce use 
of plastic, we are switching containers and packages to tube-

types made with PCR. And we are planning to sell our first 
product, jojoba oil, for the first time in five years, and looking 
to start a campaign that for a purchase of one bottle, another 
bottle to be donated for children. By running campaign, we look 
forward to suggesting healthy and eco-friendly lifestyle. 

Project Manager for Papa Recipe
Kim Yeonkyeong

Serving Customers Like Family  

Almost anyone would true hearted for family. The CEO and founder of 
Papa Recipe, Kim Hankyoon does not hesitate to delve deeper, once he 
finds any topics that fascinate him. The integrity of Papa Recipe, made 
with the founder’s passion and love for family, is now poised to spread 
across the world. Slowly yet steadily, Papa Recipe keeps asking about 
essence of the products and the brand to make unique and warm-

hearted recipes.  
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CEO of TOUN 28
Park Junsoo

Skincare To Choose For Tomorrow

“We heal ourselves from nature. And it is our turn now to heal the 
nature.” The CEO of TOUN 28, Park Junsoo and Jeong Maria took on 
their research in natural skincare products, after learning about allergic 
reactions caused by chemical substances. And TOUN 28 is the outcome 
of journey to find solution balancing between skincare and environment 
is. This skincare brand continues paving its path in practicing eco-

consciousness.  

It is such a pleasure to meet you. Could you please 
introduce yourself?
I’m Park Junsoo, the CEO of TOUN 28, the skincare brand 
that aspires to be remembered as a brand that acts for 
environment, as well as skincare, rather than merely as 
a cosmetic company. The co-CEO, Jeong Maria has 
been a professional in the industry who had experience in 
developing skincare products for many years. And I was a 
UX designer for LG Electronics, spending about ten years 
for consumer research based on data. Back then, I found 
out that plastics discarded for a year could kill as many as 
two hundred million animals and reached a conclusion that 
to nature, humans could be fatal viruses. After numerous 
thoughts on environment, I came to join TOUN 28.

What was the biggest topic that you paid the most 
attention to?

About survival of humanity. Back then, I felt desperate that 
we should take some actions immediately for survival of 
humanity. And I figured that it takes more than efforts by 
an individual to change the world. And I concluded that 
when big businesses prioritize environment over sales, the 
changes could be brought about faster. 

Readers would see how conscious you are for nature. 
And TOUN 28 has been offering subscription service. 
Could you tell us how you started the service?

This has started from skin problems that Jeong Maria 
had. She mentioned that she decided to make some 
skincare products packed with decent substances, after 
suffering from allergy caused by chemical substances in 

the past. That has motivated her to found TOUN 28 and 
come up with an idea of serving customers with freshly 
made products with subscription service. The subscription 
service makes up the core part of the ethos and values of 
TOUN 28. The products are free of chemical preservatives 
and made with natural substances, and they are delivered 
to customers to work well on skin condition that change 
every month. We are confident to tell you that this is a 
progressive subscription service. And furthermore, we are 
investing enormous amount of effort into substances that 
we confident that TOUN 28 is an affordable skincare brand 
with great quality. And the subscription service is one of 
the cases that clearly reveal our strengths. 

Your  company is  put t ing enormous effor ts  for 
environment. But you may also face numerous challenges 
as a business leader who is eco-conscious. 
Just like Patagonia, you may be eco-conscious and 
profitable, but this is more challenging than you may think. 
When you develop some paper packages, you would 
need to go through tests to find out whether it chemically 
reacts with substances from skincare products and may 
face numerous issues. And sometimes, we would receive 
complaints that the products in paper packages were 
not standing steady like plastic bottles in stores. I can 
also recall that water broke out from the ceiling of our 
warehouse in March last year. All products soaked up 
water that they had to be discarded. Back then, it was so 
devastating to us that we just wanted to give up everything. 
But even now, I need to be honest that we are facing a 
number of challenges (laugh). But we have been keeping 
the business afloat for the past five years, because we are 
firm in our belief and the core values of the brand. I try to 
keep in mind that we have been healing ourselves from 
nature, and now is the time for us to return something to 
nature. 

That sounds amazing. And the copy that read “some 
inconvenience could save the environment” was 
impactful. What messages have you sought to deliver 
with the copy?

For the past centuries, the services and industries have 
been growing to make our lives easier. Spanning from 
invention of automobiles during the Industrial Revolution 
to delivery service apps, everything has been changing, 
pivoting around convenience of humanity. And my view 
is that now is the time for “environmental revolution.” For 
changes, I want to be against the conventional wisdom 
that services should be designed for convenience of 
human. Because I believe that for the sake of environment, 
the humanity should start accepting some inconvenience. 
Afterall, wellness and safety of environment leads to safety 
of ours. With business growth, we feel that our mission is 
to bring about paradigm shifts for customers in what to 

buy and choose. Within this context, we keep talking about 
embracing inconvenience. 

I like the word “environmental revolution.” And everybody 
started looking for beauty with distinctiveness and 
uniqueness. What is your definition of beauty?

The lexical definition of beauty is being in harmony. And I 
would define beauty as the beauty harmonizing between 
humanity and environment. It is important to seek your own 
beauty, but from TOUN 28’s perspective, true beauty can 
be found from a person who is able to make the world, as 
well as himself or herself, beautiful. If you are self-centric, 
you would start harming everything around you. But if you 
try to make the environment, as well as yourself, beautiful, 
then the impact would last longer. So, I would like to 
suggest you join us to build up the genuine beauty with 
TOUN 28 (laugh).

Last but not least, do you have any messages for the 
consumers? And what could be your aspiration and 
pursuit for future?

Action is the core value of TOUN 28. And to this extent, 
the slogan of ours reads, “the future skincare products 
based on actions for future.” And we are making decisions 
based on this slogan. But these days, I am increasingly 
concerned about values and actions surrounding 
environment are morphing into marketing ploys. When 
these become less attractive for marketing from business 
perspective, then companies could turn to something else. 
And within the TOUN 28 team, we keep telling ourselves 
that we should consider actions for environment as “the 
final goal,” not “the means for business.” This year, we 
would continue carrying out into relevant actions that 
related to the essence of our belief, instead of marketing. 
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Adding Strength to Beauty 

Six Items to Promote Beauty 
with Wellness for Different Age Groups

Regardless of age and generation, almost everyone can relate oneself with the keyword 
of the. ear, “beauty with wellness.” And to promote such beauty, you need to pay close 
attention to all steps you take for the beauty, ranging from attitude in consumption 
to purchase decision. Yet each age group and generation may differ in interest and 
preference. Here are six different beauty items for Generation X, Y and even Z. 
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Generation X
INNER BEAUTY

SPUUN
Smart Spatula_SPUUN

From those who are beautiful despite the time, you may find 
them in common that they are confident in themselves. And 
from those you are taking good care of themselves and have 
pride in themselves, you would feel positive energy. Beauty 
from confidence within may sound vague and difficult, but with 
a smart skincare device, Spuun, it will become much easier.

Spuun started from a question, “is it the best way to apply 
skincare products with hands?” This was because not only 
the effective substances could be absorbed in hands, but 
also, bacteria on hands could cause skin problems. Vibrating 
one million times per second, Spuun improved absorption by 
26%, compared with when applying with hands. In addition, 
the head part that touches skin directly is made with allergen-

free materials to ensure safety. And this is not all about this 
small yest beautiful device. To everybody’s dismay, you can 
measure oiliness and moisture of your skin by touching your 
cheek with the bottom part of the device. With LED indicating 
high, medium and low, you would be able to know your skin 
conditions to find suitable skincare products for detailed care. 
It is not always the best to try or use anything many times. 
Rather, it takes some close attention and observation to find 
out the best possible solution. When it comes to skincare, 
you need to resolve fundamental problems to improve your 
condition. Perfhaps the smallest change with Spuun could 
bring about how you take care of yourself, and most of all, your 
skin condition from the inside.

H. spuun.co.kr

DoctorMate
Liver of My Life 

When you feel fatigue from 
overworking for only a few 
hours, you would feel that 
you are not as energetic as 
before. Regretting about 
not being active in the past, 
you may start web surfing 
to find some supplements. 
But you might end up not 
to choose one because 
of crude-looking bottles. 
And moreover, you may find yourself clueless about which 
substances work better for your body.

With growing number of Generation X looking for healthier 
lifestyle these days, supplements from DoctorMate could be 
one of a few best choices to look into. Aspiring to offer total 
solution for wellness, the mission of DoctorMate is to help 
consumers build healthy lifestyle, beyond having products 
become part of everyday routine. With “Liver of My Life,” 
supplement designed to promote wellness of liver, the 
supplement maker delivers a message added with humor that 
you should take good care of your liver, because you live your 
life only once. And the name that reminds many of Queen’s 
popular track, “Love of My Life, goes against the conventional 
wisdom that supplements should maintain seriousness in 
tone and manner, and further, replaces with brightness in its 
message. And intuitive and sophisticated package design 
makes the bottle itself look like an interior accessory that you 
could place anywhere you like – whether at work or dining 
table at home - to blend well with the surroundings. Once you 
have your supplement within your reach, you are likely to make 
sure to take it. 

One of the key ingredients, rhodiola sachalinensis extracts 
helps relieve fatigue caused by stress and recognized by the 
Ministry of Food and Drug Safety for its efficacy. In addition, the 
supplement is packed with beneficial ingredients that promote 
wellness of liver and balance of physical condition, including 
milk thistle extract and vitamin Bs. Indeed, with small habits, 
you may feel different now.

H. drmate.co.kr

© DoctorMate
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Generation Y
LESS STRESS

Le Celle
Shampoo For Easy Personalization 

Quite many of Generation Y prefers products that are 
customizable. Spanning from personal color that makes you 
look great to perfuming class that helps you finding your 
favorite class, you may find that you have a lot more choice 
than before. But if you have felt that choice has been limited 
for shampoo, you may want to turn to Le Celle. Meating “only 
one” in French, the customizable shampoo maker offers some 
shampoo products that best suit customers’ needs, including 
lifestyle, scalp problem, hair condition and preference in 
fragrance, by conducting surveys.

From its experience, Le Celle has prepared five different 
categories to offer products to solve problems that customers 
in Korea commonly have – ranging from thin hair lacking 
volume to hair damage due to frequent perm or hair dye. But 
if you feel that you are not falling into any one of these five 
categories, you don’t need to worry about it. Because Le 
Celle offers diagnosis with detail and kindness. The artificial 
intelligence assistant, Anne asks a series of questions and 
thus, is quick enough to recommend some suitable shampoo 
products. In addition, you can also find your favorite fragrance. 
If you have had some trouble finding one for yourself, because 
shampoo products were either functional but with less than 
pleasant smell or fragrant but not functional enough, Le 
Celle can bring you some good news now. A perfumist who 
studied perfumery in France introduced four different blends of 
fragrance – Muguet that reminds many of fresh air in the early 
morning, Florette that is rich in scent of garden roses, Ines that 
packed with liveliness of lotus and Lavern with deep woody 
scent to touch both noses and hearts. And once you choose 
what to print on the package, you will have a gift for yourself 
ready.

From purchase to time you spend for yourself while washing 
your hair, Le Celle designs its products to offer pleasant 
experience. Even though the difference may be small and 
invisible, the outcome of taking good care of yourself will no 
longer be insignificant.

H. le-celle.com 

Jo’s Lounge
Afternoon Tea Pajamas Sets & Afternoon Tea Dress 

Recently, Generation Y has expanded its interest from outfit 
of the day and sportswear to lounge wear, as belief that 
clothes can be comfortable, yet stylish and social distancing 
began to generate synergy. However, many of lounge wear 
that weight more on design tend to miss important details for 
comfortable clothes, because of texture or fit. For those who 
have been looking for sleek yet comfortable lounge wear, 
Jo’s Lounge will make a good option.

For instance, Afternoon Tea Pajama Set is an inspiration 
from spring mood. Flower patterns on subtle green cotton 
creates some relaxing mood. And the cotton feels smooth 
on skin as well. And Afternoon Pajama Dress for women 
comes with laced collar, which is adjustable with strings. 
With relaxed fit and below the knee length, you can move 
around freely, and pleats will add style to the dress. And 
light pink colored piping is added to Afternoon Pajama Set 
for men to sprinkle some brightness.

While the definition of good clothing may differ for each 
person. Jo’s Lounge has its clear goal – making comfortable 
and pretty clothes to wear at home. For the weekends, you 
may look into one from Jo’s Lounge and bask in the sun to 
relax, with comfy clothes on. You may find yourself feeling 
comfortable and relieved from stress from weekdays. 

H. joslounge.com

© Le Celle

© Jo’s Lounge
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Generation Z
MESSAGE

Seoul Made Beauty
Eye Palette, Blusher, Matt Lip Lacquer

Often nicknamed “Tik-Tok generation,” Generation Z is 
associated with the fact that anyone can become a creator 
of short-form contents. With makeup gathering massive 
popularity as a source of contents on the short form contents 
platform, growing number of Generation Z users are paying 
attention to “unique make up.” 
For Generation Z, the collaboration between Seoul Made and 
COSMAX, the innovative leader of K-Beauty is noteworthy 
this year. With the message, “to communicate with the world 
through the channels of hipness of Seoul,” the three hot spots 
of Seoul, Hongdae, Bukchon and Garosugil have become 
inspiration for makeup products. The streets overflowing 
with energetic youth, Hongdae Orange resembles much of 
fresh orange. When you plan to go out to Hongdae, you may 
want to think about so-called fruity make up with Hongdae 
Orange. With bright orange color and shimmery tone for 
eyes and blushers, it is going to be easy to try. Bukchon Pink 
is a set of hues that looks much like an afternoon sunshine. 
For a date in Bukchon in Seoul, you may think about pairing 
lovely pink color with brown for shades. And lastly, if you are 
in the mood of elegant red, then try Garosu Red and head to 
Garosugil. Subdued red on eyes and cheeks would be good 
enough to draw attention, while bold red color on lip will give 
a sophisticated finish. 
Indeed, only few could be as unique and special as pairing 
of the globally popular K-Beauty and unique colors of Seoul. 
And moreover, it is up to you to decide how to use these 
three different color palettes. If you seek to express yourself 
better, and promote Seoul and Korea, Seoul Made Beauty 
may have the way.

H. seoulmade.com

Chasin’ Rabbits
Peace Love Groove Cleansing Bar

As much as making yourself look good, it is important to keep 
yourself clean. But it still remains to be difficult to find a cleanser 
that soothes your skin and wash away all the dirt and fatigue 
from the day. And as you buy a few cleansing products to suit 
different skin conditions, you will find your bathroom overflowing 
with plastic containers. And seeing packages from the cleansers 
going into waste, you may feel guilty about leaving harmful 
impact to the environment. 

For Generation Z looking for “cleansing products with eco-

consciousness,” products from Chasin’ Rabbit will be a good 
option. Its products are designed not only to cleanse skin, but 
also benefit environment. The signature product, Peace Love 
Groove Cleansing Bar, is made with vegetable oil only that your 
skin glows after cleansing. Moreover, no chemical substances 
are used that it leaves almost no environmental impact and 
the products are cruelty-free. The skincare brand focuses on 
sustainability, in parallel, that packages are made with sugar 
canes and are free of direct printing to make recycling much 
easier. And most of all, the cleansing soap bar looks amazingly 
beautiful. Since the soap bars are hand-made, every one of 
the splendid marble patterns in pastel colors differs in its final 
outcome. This is similar to beauty that Generation Z is aspiring – 
different yet unique in its own way. 

You may be skeptical that small actions could make changes. 
However, we should all keep in mind that we are and will be 
part of the mother nature and thus, we should take actions for 
the sake of ourselves. In this regard, you may think about joining 
Chasin’ Rabbit for changes.

H. gochasinrabbits.com 

© Chasin’ Rabbits

© SBA
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A Collection 
of the Most Beautiful Words 

Beauty Encyclopedia

With clean beauty, minimalism and personal color to begin with, what best describes “beauty” 
is growing endlessly, with the scope widening. From the most popular words to those that could 
make you think, “this is new!”, here is a collection of the most beautiful word in the world from A to Z. W
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AR (augmented reality) technology has been 
used for a variety of contents. And the beauty 
industry seems to be ready to embrace it 
now. With a smartphone camera, you can 
layer some makeup filters at an instant, and 
have recommendations on brow shapes and 
makeup colors. In a foreseeable future, you 
may not have to drop by physical stores to 
try and see for yourself before you make any 
decision. A palm-sized shop will be available 
for you 24/7 that you can try anywhere and 
anytime you want. 

A palm-sized device can measure oiliness and moisture 
on your skin, while a LED facial mask device emits light that 
penetrates deep into your skin to keep your skin nourished. 
By pairing deftly with IT technology that saw drastic growth 
for the past year, beauty device began to be hailed by many. 
Because it is affordable and easy to use at home, the future 
of beauty tech devices is promising. 

This is part of beauty trend that refers to eco-consciousness 
in all aspects, including both of visible factors such as 
substances, packaging and business ethics and invisible 
factors. With the gravity of environment issues rising above 
the surface, growing number of people are pursuing clean 
beauty. And to respond to the growing needs, numerous 
beauty brands have started to offer solutions. Slow yet steady 
efforts will someday get paid off with changes. 

Beauty Tech

Clean Beauty
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Meaning skin, the word “Derma” may have been familiar, as 
the keyword is easily found in skincare products. Instead of 
erasing wrinkles or anti-aging, the focus of skincare is now 
laid on caring skin as it is that the word, Derma is appearing 
more frequently on skincare and cleansing products. 

Staying at home, more people show their interest in caring 
their wellness and beauty at home. Without assistance from 
someone else, you may take care of yourself to leave some 
sense of accomplishment by, for example, using beauty 
device at home rather than frequenting at hair salons and 
training at home, watching YouTube tutorials, instead of 
dropping by gyms. 

Consumers are incresingly seeking inner beauty these 
days. These consumers are investing more in supplements 
such as vitamins and collagen for promoting health from the 
inside. Furthermore, the percentage of people signing up 
for yoga and meditation classes has increased for retrieving 
peace of mind. 

Only a few years ago, global brands made up the majority 
of the list of popular beauty brands. However, the Korean 
beauty industry began to draw global attention and become 
popular that the word, “K-Beauty” was coined. The future 
outlook of K-Beauty remains to be bright, with competitive 
edge strengthened. 

Fitness to promote physical wellness and strength has now 
been translated into “facial fitness” for beautiful face line. 
Along with the trend, the number facial gyms – where you can 
do some facial fitness - and facial trainers with professional 
certificates are on the rise these days. Since this is designed 
to use facial muscles that are normally left unused, it leaves 
with more natural facial expressions.

“Beauty” should no longer be 
associated with female. With 
the number of male consumers 
grooming themselves growing, 
many of beauty brands are rushing 
in to introduce “gender neutral” 
products to target customers of 
both genders. Beyond the gender, 
anyone can value beauty and 
express oneself today.

Listening closely to what your heart says and knowing and 
expressing what you like have been essential for thriving in 
the world of today. Being proactive in expressing yourself 
will be helpful in promoting diversity to become part of the 
culture.

More and more people have begun to pay attention to 
beauty on the inside, rather than outside. Rather than colorful 
makeups, the percentage of those who take supplements to 
make skin look beautiful inside out and look for opportunities 
and spaces for meditation and yoga to relieve stress and 
retrieve peace of mind is growing these days.  

Derma

Home Care

Inner Beauty

K-beauty

Facial Fitness

Gender Neutral

Express

Jewel
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Whereas organizational culture and value sets were prioritized 
over those of individuals in the past, every person has his or 
her own initiatives and drive in all aspects, including lifestyle, 
behavior and way of thinking. As people are increasingly 
becoming firm on belief that they should be proactive in 
planning and deciding on their lives, interest and awareness 
for diversity in lifestyle are being promoted.

The keywords in the art scenes pursuing simplicity, 
“minimalism” has expanded its scope has it has begun to 
trend in lifestyle and beauty sectors. Rather than seeking to 
be recognized by others, how about getting some inspiration. 
from minimalism to find your true self.

In the wake of COVID-19, demand for virus-proof products 
such medical masks, hand sanitizers and mouth wash has 
grown, and so has demand for protection from harmfulness 
from outside.

This is theory from chromatics that 
divide skin tones into warm and cool, 
and then further, into spring, summer, 
fall and winter and then help you 
find colors palettes that look good 
on you. Personal colors are proved 
to be useful in finding best matching 
color palettes for clothes, makeups 
and accessories, instead of chasing 
trends.

With quality valued over quantity these days, people are 
increasingly inclined to spend quality time for. For the hours 
spending at work or school, these people would do their best 
they can and concentrate on whatever could be in front of 
them, while they look for the best possible measures to make 
most out of the time after school or work. 

Ritual is part of promise to yourself with a series of trivial yet 
impactful measures in life. The word may sound similar to 
“habit” yet may differ from routine that repeats itself without 
being aware of it. To cherish everyday life, you would start 
finding meaning and significance in every measure you take 
and by repeating such measures with consciously, you could 
start having your own ritual.

This skincare method centers at simplifying showy makeup 
steps and replace complex and colorful steps with what 
should be essential for healthy skin. This skincare method 
helps reducing skin irritation and unnecessary expenditure 
that growing number of consumers are inclined to this 
simplified skincare method.

An acronym of “Outfit of The Day,” OOTD refers to the outfit 
donned for the day or certain circumstances. The culture 
of sharing fashion style that you picked, with the keyword 
OOTD, would be useful in finding styles and tastes that 
makes you be yourself. 

Lifestyle

Minimalism

No-harm

Personal 
Color

Quality Time Ritual

Skip-care

OOTD

R

SPRING

AUTUMN

SUMMER

WINTER
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Rather than universal products for anyone, beauty 
brands these days are rushing to introduce skincare 
products that are tailored to individual customers’ 
needs. The recent trend is relevant to the era 
of hyper-individualization, with approaches in 
subdivision by fragrance and substances.

The only benefit of the first wearable devices was the fact 
that they could be connected to smartphones. With time, 
however, these devices paired with healthcare features to 
begin generating values by collecting relevant physical data 
and assisting in physical activities. Moreover, sleek design 
and functional software helps anyone live healthier life. 

This is an acronym of “extra-large,” which is often found 
from the largest sizes from wearable items such as clothes. 
Some clothing companies previously used to sell only petite 
sizes, with aspiration for slim body.  But with introduction 
of plus-sized models, for instance, myths surrounding 
physique are slowing diminishing. 

This is an abbreviation of “You Only Live Once” to stress 
that you should start viewing the world with your own 
perspective, and value happiness from living in present, 
rather than future. In short, the keyword encourages 
enjoying your own life, instead of compromising for others. 

Zero-waste focuses on encouraging reuse and recycling 
as much as possible to prevent wastes being generated. 
To carry out into actions, a large number of businesses are 
now eco-conscious and taking up on challenges by for 
instance, paying close attention to packaging. 

The spotlight is being shed now on finding your own 
uniqueness, quite unlike the past when almost everyone 
chased trends. Against this backdrop, campaigns that 
encourage sharing characterful style such as #BeYourself 
by StyleShare gaining enormous popularity.

Veganism is making up a significant part in the beauty 
industry these days. Inspired by veganism, the beauty 
businesses are paving their ways in “doing things right,” 
despite some inconveniences, by paying close attention 
to individual ingredients. And such actions are based on 
compassion and ethos surrounding nature, as well as 
pursuit of protecting animals. 

Tailored Beauty Wearable Tech

XL

YOLO

Zero-waste

Unique

Vegan Beauty
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Beauty That Blur The Lines 

Genderless - A New Wave Of Trend Beauty Brands 

SPACE

Adventure To Fill Yourself In

Spaces To Experience Beauty 

TICKET

Time For Meditation In Calmness 

Cultural Contents To Help You Look Back Upon Life 

COLUMN

Making Your First Wish Come True In Life 

Finding Your True Self Out Of Multiple Personas

GUIDE

Taking A Walk For A Look Back 

Walks To Lighten Up Your Heart 

ESSAY

About Fragrance To Keep For Years 

Marketer Shim Hyeonji, Perfumist Jeon Aron, 

Magazine Editor Hana 

PLAYLIST

Remembering The Heart For Sea 

Diving, Facing and Gazing From A Distance 

PLACE

Where To Find SEOUL MADE  

Café Skon
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Beauty To Blurr Boundaries 
The New Wave Of 
Genderless Beauty Brand

CEO of Gender-neutral Skincare Company, QUA-T
Lee Cheonhaeng

The words “genderless” and “gender-neutral” are both derived from the word, 
gender. These two words became the buzz words and became “hip,” with tastes 
and characters of individuals being valued over conventional wisdom revolving 
around for instance, age and gender. And a gender-neutral beauty company, 
QUA-T is spearheading in giving spotlight to “uniqueness” of individuals, 
overcoming social stereotypes set by gender, ethnicity and age. And this magazine 
delves into the brand message and daily skincare routine that anyone can give a try. W
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The Beginning Of 
Romantist & Genderless QUA-T

The CEO of QUA-T has sought to break down all psychological barriers, spearheading with the 
slogan, “Break the Boundaries.” This may explain the reason behind unique brand naming – 
the focus was laid on the basic hormones of human body. The name is a repetition of alphabet 
“T” – the letter indicating female and male hormones. And to hint that the “T” is repeated four 
times, an inspiration came from a prefix meaning four, “quattro” was added to finally name the 
business “QUA-T.” 

Since he began to be interested in the beauty industry, he recalled that he would often ask, “why 
are men being restricted from wearing certain types of clothes?” Being fashion-savvy since 
childhood, he didn’t agree with some items being labelled “only for girls” that he would snap in 
front of his friends, “there no such thing. Nothing should be defined!” The thoughts setting apart 
from conventional wisdom led to questioning about gender and eventually, set the tone for the 
gender-neutral beauty business.

QUA-T has seen its start with a question, “are there any possible measures to introduce 
skincare products for everyone, regardless of gender and age?” And to find answers to the 
question, the founder of QUA-T paid his utmost attention to substances and poured resources 
in research and development. And furthermore, after learning that conventional products for 
men inevitably included artificial and harmful substances, Lee concluded that he should be the 
first to encourage male consumers to turn to vegan and EWG green rated products.

To the question, “what kind of cosmetic products does QUA-T pursue to introduce?”, the 
CEO of gender-neutral skincare company responded that the company aspires to showcase 
products packed with good substances. And Lee also added that he wanted to build a cosmetic 
brand that promotes gender equality by satisfying customers of both genders. Predicting that 
Generation MZ are familiar with the words, genderless and gender-neutral, the founder of 
QUA-T expressed his ambition of pioneering in gender equality and genderlessness. Further, 
he gave an outlook that “genderlessness” will continue to be part of the trend in the future.

QUA-T has focused on skincare for a while. The gender-neutral beauty company is currently preparing 
itself to introduce skincare products and shampoo to cure hair loss that are mostly EWG green rated. 
However, to communicate clearly about “genderlessness,” the company has taken on its adventure 
to release thirty different makeup products in coming April or May this year. To make the products 
possible, Lee mentioned that all team came together to test with rigorousness. This came from an 
idea that keywords such as makeup and beauty should not be associated with a certain gender and 
attempts to overturn some conventional wisdom and order were much needed. In the midst of recent 
trend surrounding genderlessness and gender-neutrality, the leader of QUA-T mentioned that female 
customers are making up 60~ 70 %, and customers in between twenties and forties are taking up the 
majority. He also added that male customers are growing in number these days.

Here is a brief introduction of daily skincare routine and tips on makeup. For the daily skincare routine, 
QUA-T readily shares its tips for skincare by introducing how to make most of the three skincare 
essentials - toner, moisturizing emulsion and moisturizing cream. For makeup, Lee picks tone-up 
cream and colored lip balms to share his tips. 

The skincare product line of QUA-T focuses on moisturizing. The toner is fragrance-free and rich 
in hyaluronic acid, and rated EWG green. It is light and feels cool on skin. Emulsion is a type of light 
moisturizer to apply after the toner and its case is unique in design. The content does not leak even 
when it is pressed, yet snap opens by twisting that you can take it to gym or swimming pools. Lastly, 
one thing special about QUA-T’s moisturizing cream is that customers can ask for engraving service 
on caps. This is part of the skincare company’s philosophy to serve customers with sensibility. The 
gel type moisturizing cream includes substances from mystic stone called Malachite. 

As it has become essential to wear medical masks for protection against COVID-19, tone-up 
creams are now part of the trend, replacing foundations. With the biggest strengths that it is useful 
for being “effortlessly chic,” tone -up creams are creating natural skin tone, satisfying customers 
of both genders. Lastly, for the color lip balms, QUA-T has gone through countless rounds of tests 
to attract both genders. Being the first makeup products to be introduced by the gender-neutral 
beauty company, the lip balms are balancing deftly well between moisturizing and color. Indeed, 
QUA-T pours all its resources and efforts into individual products and makes its ceaseless efforts in 
genderless products that are filled with skin-friendly substances. 

A Step Forward 
For the Better World 
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Opening the New Chapter 
Of Discrimination-free Beauty 

On the future outlook of the beauty industry, and to the question that what influence QUA-T 
aspires to make to the world, Lee gave an outlook that for the post K-Beauty era, genderless 
beauty brands will gain more clout in Korea. And he shared his long-term future plan on 
membership and offering free gifts for customers throughout promotional events. The founder of 
QUA-T further added that he seeks to build a brand with distinctiveness and the biggest task 
shall be pioneering in gender neutrality. With a clear vision of making presence in Southeast 
Asia, Japan, China and the United States, he gave a glimpse into the aspiration of making a 
brand that would come as novel and urge customers to keep coming back.

Indeed, quest for beauty may involve a journey of finding your true self that nobody else has. 
And the CEO of QUA-T shared his perspective that the core value of beauty lies in “being 
natural.” Lee concluded that natural look will become an important part of philosophy in our 
lives. Such is likely to make up a significant part for all in the future, as well as for a beauty brand 
like QUA-T. 
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An Adventure 
to Fill Your Inner Self 

Where You Can Experience Beauty 

In some places, you find yourself excited taking on your journey of finding items that happen to be your tastes. 
Here are a few places to try to experience how some brands have deftly materialized their brand philosophy.

A. Apgujeong 46-gil 50, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
H. gentlemonster.com
T. 070 4128 2122
O. Everyday 11:00 ~ 21:00

Against the conventional wisdom that stores should look 
elegant and sleek, here is a brand that offer novel and 
unfamiliar experience to its customers. In fact, as well as 
products themselves, places play critical roles in delivering 
both tangible and intangible values of the products. With 
aspiration to arouse curiosity, rather than embellishing 
with elegance, Gentle Monster has its unique capability of 
drawing attention.

On February 24th, the global fashion eyewear brand Gentle 
Monster opened House Dosan nearby Dosan Park in Seoul 
downtown. The place gathered a massive crowd on the first 
day of opening, and in a few days, started seeing postings 
overflowing on social media. A dessert shop, Nudake is 
placed on the basement floor, while lounge on the first floor, 
Gentle Monster from Mth to third floor, and a cosmetics 
brands, Tamburins on the top floor. 

A three-dimensional installation on the third floor is an 
outcome of collaboration with Frederik Heyman and 
creates somewhat grotesque atmosphere, dominating the 
neighborhood of Dosan Park. And a robot on the fourth floor, 
THE PROBE is offering some novel and futuristic experience 
with its presence, making visitors feel as if they are part of 
sci-fi movies. In addition, every piece of desserts served in 
Nudake nudges you into unleashing imagination, as if you 
took on a fantastic adventure.

The cosmetic brand on the fourth floor, Tamburins is 
receiving spotlight for its interpretation of inspiration from 
various sources, including package design, fragrance and 
space, as well as products. For presentation of elegance 
and uniqueness that the brand is in pursuit of, the design 
process has begun from inspiration from nature this time. 
Inspired from reeds waving in wind, the kinetic installation 
moves elegantly and sensationally under the bright sunlight. 
Further, working closely with artists, including Kwak Chulan, 
Mercedes Vicente and Casper Kang, the place has filled its 
pursuit of aesthetic value for the future.

Dosan Fantasy
House Dosan
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A. 2F, Poeun-ro 67, Mapo-gu, Seoul
H. Instagram.com/sutomeapothecary 
T. 010 9887 1483
O. Wed – Fr 12:00 – 17:00 

Strolling along quite alleys of Mangwon-dong, you 
are likely to run into a natural fragrance store, Sutome 
Apothecary. But the entrance is so small that even locals 
may pass by. After spending a few minutes trying to find 
where its stainless-steel gate is, you will find yourself 
surrounded by green forest in the midst of skyscrapers. 
Climbing the stairs step by step, you would feel as if you 
are entering an entirely different world. Despite some 
limitation in space, thanks to clarity in segmentation, you 
would feel like you are having a secret getaway from 
the reality, turning deeper around the corner. Whereas 
limitation in space may be a challenge in designing, the 
space is, instead, sprinkled with mystique. Walking along 
the curved wall, you may be expecting what could be 
spreading behind the wall. Different products are displayed 
on the table lining along the hallway, and turning around 
the corner, you would find a pattern and flow that gently 
cover the wall.

Sutome Apothecary ensured its distinctiveness by 
establishing its own brand identity by remodeling what was 
formerly a residential building and then lacing the space 
with olfactory elements. The founder commented that the 
design was themed around an abbey that is closed off 
from the rest of the world. 

With the keyword, “holistic naturalism” as a foundation 
of brand philosophy, this perfume company works 
closely with other business in a variety of format to run 
fragrance making projects for creating spaces that could 
be engraved in the minds of many for fragrances. Based 
on a German word meaning pharmacy, “Apotheke,” 
Sutome Apothecary is in pursuit of caring for beautiful life 
through the medium of fragrance with soothing power. In 
addition, the fragrance store not only serves its customers 
with affordable natural fragrance, but also runs a space 
that underlines what are quintessential – people, attitude 
and space. In parallel, with a firm belief that appreciation 
towards healing energy from nature should not be returned 
in a form of wastes, Sutome Apothecary maintains to be 
minimalistic across the entire management process. For 
instance, throughout bottling, packaging and transportation 
process, the fragrance brand rigorously pursues to 
generate zero waste. With Sutome Apothecary, how about 
indulging yourself in natural fragrance?

A Garden to Heal Yourself
Sutome Apothecary

A. Myeongdong 8-gil 8-6, Jung-gu, Seoul 
H. iope.com 
T. 02 319 4608
O.  1F Everyday 10:30 – 21:00

 3F Mon – Fri 10:30 – 19:00

IOPE LAB is a flagship store standing in the midst of 
bustling Myeongdong, one of the popular shopping districts 
of Seoul. Themed around “a researcher’s study,” the space 
is designed to effectively share stories behind history and 
brand of a cosmeceutical product, IOPE. In particular, 
image walls and desk to showcase archives are noteworthy. 
Revolving around the keywords, “hidden time,” IOPE LAB 
is a space that is tilted towards more on simplicity and 
refinement, rather than fanciness and showiness. In addition, 
it is also worthy of turning eyes to efforts to add warmth to 
the lab that are often related with excessive calmness and 
dryness. Grey-colored bricks are used for double skin on 
the outer part of the store building, and from a few steps 
back, the wall looks like a loosely knitted sweater. And 
further, upon touching the door handle of the store to open 
the door, you would touch, smell and feel the unrivalled 
design idea. In overall, it is remarkable to find out coldness 
of metal materials are cancelled out by acrylic objects to 
create dreamlike atmosphere and the main color palettes 
– blue and white – are used om a variety of forms and 
materiality, pairing with sophisticated aesthetics. All corners 
of IOPE LAB are designed for visitors to experience and 
learn more about the brand by engaging them into close 
interaction. Powder room and consulting room are designed 
in round shape and finished with satin glass to keep off from 
outside, while creating comfortable and cozy atmosphere. 
On the second floor, a professional production manager 
makes skincare products based on tailored solution ad hoc, 
and on the third floor, with assistance from researchers, 
consultation service is available by using cutting edge 
precision devices for skin measurement and gene analysis. 
In the round-shaped space, visitors will be able to find out 
their skin condition – both present and future – by scanning 
numerous factors that affect wellness of skin, including 
pore, wrinkles, redness and melanin. Customizing service 
paired with diagnosis for individual visitors are setting itself 
apart from other flagship stores of skincare brands that it is 
receiving positive response.

In the flagship store, you may make not only serums that 
are tailored to your needs, but also measure the size of your 
face and instantly make customized 3D facial masks. A 3D 
printer installed inside the facility measures and analyzes 
five different parts, including forehead and eye areas, and 
is smart enough to add six different substances for skincare 
solution. Indeed, it is such an astonishment to see skincare 
products being made in front of you! IOPE LAB definitely 
hint at how much flagship stores of beauty brand can evolve 
in the future.

A Researcher’s Study
IOPE LAB

© Ninamu

© Sutome Apothecary © IOPE
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Walking along the alleys by Dosan-daero, one of the 
main avenues in Seoul, the air feels somewhat different. 
In front of Dosan Park where almost all noise and buzz of 
the city are kept off, Sulwhaoo Flagshipstore is nestled. 
The flagship store has brand philosophy and value – 
to shed light on beauty by filling with wisdom of Asian 
beauty, similar to a lamp lighting in the midst of the dark - 
interlaced within itself and is thus, amazingly dazzling.

With a metaphorical concept of lantern, Sulwhasoo 
Flagshipstore is designed to illustrate a “bowl to ladle 
lights.” A globally renowned architect duo Neri & Hu 
designed the store to invite visitors to experience 
exclusively dazzling and sensibility of Sulwhasoo in every 
corner, accentuating with golden-hued brass. The space 
is the first flagshpstore for Slauson and is a reinterpretation 
of present and future that it has become a landmark to 
represent Asian beauty to for the customers around the 
globe, as well as those in Korea. All possible resources 
and dedications are poured into this store that every piece 
of furniture is designed exclusively for the Korean beauty 
brand, and all materials and lightings were sourced from 
outside of Korea. 

In a six-story building, Sulwhasoo Flagshipstore has 
differentiated itself from conventional showrooms run by 
its rivals by creating exhibition space, beauty counseling 
rooms, lecture room for culture class and culture lounge 
that are infused with brand philosophy and stories of 
Sulwhasoo. On the first and the fourth floor, in particular, 
the store runs spa where anyone can find an urban retreat, 
and on the rooftop, visitors may rest and relax, enjoying 
panoramic views of Dosan Park. In addition, on the first 
floor, the Korean beauty brand welcomes its. visitors with 
Heritage Zone that share its brand stories and philosophy 
and a space to showcase seasonal and best-selling 
products. Indeed, anyone can touch, smell and feel the 
prestige service that are available only at Sulwhasoo 
Flagshipstore.

A Bowl to Ladle Lights
Sulwhasoo Flagshipstore

A. Sulwhasoo Flagshipstore, Dosan-daero 45-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul 
H. sulwhasoo.com 
T. 02 541 9270
O. Everyday 10:00 – 20:00 (Store is close on every first Mondays of the month) 

© Kyungsub Shin
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Time For Contemplation 
And Meditation 

Cultural Contents To Help You Look Back Upon Life

Beauty lies in anywhere. And it either catches eyes of many or remain overlooked. Then many of you may 
be curious about how you could have observant eyes and sophisticated tastes to discover beauty. Though 
not necessarily the right answers, here are some of hints and clues for you to find out. From performance 
what you would enjoy with a mass crowd to newsletters that you may sit down and read through, you may 
want to delve into the vast variety of cultural contents that are useful for you to look back upon yourself 
and observe someone else’s ideas, taking a break from hustle and bustle of everyday lives. W
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CULTURE PERFORMANCE / EXHIBITION

ⓒ Wicked

Since the premiere in Korea in 2013, “Wicked” has gathered sweeping 
popularity. And the musical is back in town for the season. A brilliant 
reverse of “the Wizard of Oz,” the story is full of imagination before 
Dorothy falls into Oz. With bewitching melodies,  the musical depicts 
a  journey of the righteous and talented witch with green skin, Elphaba 
and beautiful Glida. The musical catches its audience not only with 
visual elements but also stories that weigh on discrimination, prejudice 
and diversity. Indeed, the musical delivers encouraging messages  by  
illustrating friendship of two witches who face the difference from each 
other and Elphaba take a big leap forward despite discrimination due to 
her appearance. 

Wicked
Flying High Against Discrimination

H. yueminjunexhibition.modoo.at

H. wickedthemusical.co.kr

ⓒ XCI

This is a first full-scale exhibition of Yue Minjun, one of the four mater 
minds of contemporary art scenes in China. Held at Hagaram Art 
Museum in Seoul Arts Center, the exhibition showcases an extensive 
collection loaded with satire and sarcasm. From eyes narrowed, 
mouth opening wide and expressions being illustrated with a variety 
of colors and lines, some may find innocence that could be close to 
foolishness, but some others may find coercive deprivation of freedom 
or futility between the lines. Whatever it may be, you will find yourself 
wondering what emotion and meanings could be behind the laughter. 
The exhibition will definitely open the floor for contemplation, welcoming 
visitors until May 9th.

Yue Minjun: A-Maze_Ing Laughter of Our Times!

What Is Hiding Behind Laughter?

H. credia.co.kr

ⓒ Jinho’s Bookstore

Hong Jinho is the cellist member of the final winner of an audition TV 
program, “Hoppipolla.” Between February and June, everyone is invited 
to “Jinho’s Bookstore” on LIVE sponsored by Naver. For each session, 
the host picks his favorite book and plays a few pieces of matching 
music and exchange conversations on the book. For May, a singer and 
song writer, Lee Jina will join to talk about From Sisun by Chung Serang. 
Hong commented that he wanted to share how got inspired deeply 
from books to channel into his music. The program will be welcomed by 
for those who want to spend their nighttime blessed with relaxing mood 
and contemplation.

Jinho’s Bookstore
A Rendezvous Of Books And Music

TICKET
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H. instagram.com/iamkimbi

ⓒ Kim Bi 

This is a furniture making class for beginners who are interested in 
woodwork and furniture. The classes are mostly run by Kim Bi, who runs 
Carpenter’s Club and Carpenter’s Coffee. The instructor makes clear in 
the beginning that the course is not designed for transfer of technique or 
apprenticeship. Rather, the course is designed for participants to open 
their eyes to what it is like experiencing wood and getting immersed in 
building a furniture. Indeed, you would experience some peaceful time 
and excitement from accomplishing something. You may sign up for the 
class by contacting Kim Bi via the Instagram account. 

Carpenter’s Club 
Joy Of Getting Immersed

JOIN GATHERINGS 

Borrowing the idea of Vlog, this newsletter is a “contents-log” that 
archives what the creator sees, hears and reads. The publisher and 
freelance writer, Seou Hae-in comes back to reader every ten days with 
detailed journals on contents. It is impressive to see the wide spectrum 
of contents that the publisher herself consumes, spanning from K-Pop, 
YouTube, Podcasts, movies and books. Furthermore, the publisher 
of the newsletter adds her comments with brilliant perspective with 
chapters such as “The Highlight of the Past Ten Days” and “What Were 
in the Storage Box of Aladdin (online bookstore).” This newsletter makes 
ask yourself what you have been consuming, and what your tastes and 
perspective mirrored in those you consume. 

#ㅎ_ㅇ

A Sincere Archive Of Contents That Is Delivered Every 
Ten Days

NEWSLETTER

H. instagram.com/project_imsi

ⓒ BLIND WRITING

Run by the editor of a publishing company, Warm Grey & Blue, “Blind 
Writing” is designed for participants to face what members think and feel 
without bias and encourages exchange of opinions after writing a few 
lines on given topics. The caveat is that the members do not know one 
another. This adds tension and excitement for four weeks of sessions 
and makes the experience from a physical get-together richer. The club 
has been from a belief that limited information can turn out to be a bliss 
for anyone to be laid back and imagine. And the bliss could help you 
observe and get to know more about yourself, as well as others. For 
those who want to express yourself better, while being connected with 
others yet maintaining certain distance, this writing club can be the one. 

BLIND WRITING
A Get-together Free Of Bias  

SIDE Newsletter covers stories for “multi-talented” members of its 
community. The publisher, Jeong Hyeyoon defined “multi-talented” as 
those who but chooses to have multiple identity.” With an idea to create 
a community for those who seek to try many things to share ideas and 
inspiration, the newsletter has seen its start. Under the categories titled, 
“Start,” “Inspire,” “Dream” and “Explore,” SIDE Newsletter interviews 
those who pave their own paths and share news about the readers, “the 
SIDERS.” Moreover, readers get to share tips on productivity at work 
and fulfilling life. Reading uplifting stories, you would take a closer look at 
the start of your life, dream, inspiration and journey of life. 

SIDE Newsletter
A Community Of Multi-Talented Members Who Are 
Pioneering In Their Lives 

H. instagram.com/chagok_chagok_

ⓒ Chagok Chagok

To indulge yourself in rich and refreshing flavor and aroma of tea, Chagok 
Chagok may be a place to drop by. This tearoom welcomes its guests 
through reservations and is suitable to spend some quality time. For a trial 
class, you may choose either “Tools for Tea Ceremony Class” to learn 
how to use basic tea tools for Chinese tea ceremony or “Incense Class” 
to learn how to make Korean traditional incense such as isohyangbang. 
And a course designed for learning incense ceremony is popular as well. 
Most classes and courses are small and essential tools and materials are 
prepared by the owner of the tearoom. With Chogok Chagok you can 
retrieve peace of mind while letting everything be slower paced.

Chagok Chagok
Slowly And Quietly 

This is a newsletter published by Bookjournalism, a start-up in pursuit 
of balancing between depth of publications and speed of news. The 
newsletter features interviews with “young and promising innovators” 
from various sectors. The newsletter is that it lays its focus on novel 
and unique perspective on work and career. The newsletter covers 
interesting topics such as “shits in perspective towards value for money” 
and “balancing between objectivity and ‘going one’s own way.’” Quite 
impressively, elevant questions and detailed responses gives insights to 
readers. If you are looking to expand your perspective, you should turn 
to the stories from innovators that share brilliant insight.  

Bookjournalism Talks
Distinctive Perspective Toward Work And Career 

H. contentslog.com

ⓒ #ㅎ_ㅇ

H. sideproject.co.kr

ⓒ Book Journalism 

H. bookjournalism.com

ⓒ Book Journalism 
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This is a housing culture magazine made with collaboration between 
a Korean housing platform, Jikbang and a lifestyle magazine, Bold 
Journal. Every issue centers at one single topic and presents contents 
from perspectives themed around housing in a variety of formats, 
including interview, essay and trend news. With a belief that “you are 
where you are living,” Directory Magazine covers almost everything, as 
well as lifestyle, that fill the spaces we are living today. The ultimate goal 
of the magazine is to cast a few questions on what make readers be 
themselves in their lives. Directory Magazine is available in both printed 
and digital editions.  

Directory Magazine
How To Fill Your Home With Warmth 

This is a monthly webzine published by a design publication support 
group of Mapo-gu, Seoul, “whatreallymatters.” It archives stories behind 
work and lives of professionals in design and publication sectors. What 
is peculiar about the magazine is that under the topic for each issue, 
it pairs interviews with graphic images and releases only through its 
Instagram account. The contents are indeed fascinating with topics and 
interviews such as “Between Expertise and Eccentricity,” “My Dearest 
Device” and “Errant of the Wicked Ego,” and moreover, graphic design 
that visualized the idea with original views definitely makes readers look 
forward to the next issues. If you are looking for some fresh inspiration 
and motivations, you may turn to this magazine. 

it matters 
Stories about Peoples in Design and Publication Sectors 

A Korean finance platform, Toss shares down-to-earth and “candid” 
stories behind money that only few learn at schools. A short-form 
original interview contents are updated on Instagram account and the 
official blog to share ideas and thoughts on money from interviewees 
with diverse backgrounds and professions. Since the interviewees are 
as diverse as celebrity musicians, detectives, sanitary workers, sales 
agents, road manager for entertainers, boxers and taxi drivers, the path 
that each of them has taken shines in its own way. All incidents, thoughts 
that flew into their mind, and attitude and beliefs that they built throughout 
their lives would cast questions to readers – “What are the traces that 
the closest yet farthest being, money leave in our life?”

My Money Story by Toss 
Candid Stories About Money 

T
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WEBZINE

H. directorymagazine.kr

ⓒ Directory Magazine

H. instagram.com/itmatters.wrm

ⓒ it matters

H. instagram.com/toss.mymoneystory

ⓒ Viva Republica, Inc.
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Life to Make the First Wishes 
Come True
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I had a listen to the heart beats of my baby. The six weeks and four days old that 
measured only 0.73 cm – about the size of a fingernail and the heart as tiny as a flower 
seed was beating as hard as it could. I was overwhelmed by the emotion and sense of 
responsibility that I had not been when I found two stripes from a pregnancy tester. She 
was a gift to me in my early thirties, upon entering into the third months of marriage. 
Because I was waiting for the baby, I find myself uttering, “my baby, welcome to the 
world. I’m so glad you came to our lives.” For some reasons, regardless of whether I 
had a partner, I had always dreamt of becoming a mother since I was in my twenties. 
No particular incidents had motivated me into the dream, but it was probably because of 
the aspiration with curiosity growing within my ego that once I was born to be a woman, I 
want to undergo all the steps of childbirth and child rearing. Needless to say, I took all the 
best possible measures to ensure wellness of my womb – I was so obsessed that I used 
shampoo made with natural ingredients and sanitary pads made with cotton for a while. 

I keep looking at ultrasonic imaging. I wish to give the most beautiful name with best 
wishes and take family photos with humorous ideas every year so that she could have 
stories to share in life. Being with her for her first-time experiences - first steps, first 
cooing and first day of school - I even look forward to having a fresh reminder on so-
called the first-time experiences. It is amazing and wonderful to have parts of me 
continuing in this world, even if I leave, through either my daughter or son. But all of 
these imaginations will take place in reality after I give birth to my baby. 

I never imagine I would feel sluggish and fatigue so often and easily. And only after I 
became pregnant, I came to know that morning sickness feels like car sickness for all 
day, to end up breaking out into tears with vomits for just a sip of plain water. With a new 
persona with gravity, “mother” added to a long list of my multiple persona that has had 
writer, wife, daughter, daughter-in-law, sister and friend, I came to ask myself I should 
keep in mind and what I should remember. 

To find out the persona I am prioritizing out of multiple roles in my hands, it would take 
some careful observation on what is often spreading in front of my eyes, what I get to 
hear often and what I utter often. For instance, I can recall that when I worked on essays 
last year, as a writer, I poured all my energy into finding sources for writing that even 
while I went on a grocery shopping to buy some vegetable, I would say to myself, “that’s 
it. I should write a story about a curry place” and then rush back home to sit in front of 
my computer or flash back to a few scenes from the past and pay close attention to my 
emotions.

After learning that I am pregnant, pregnant women and babies keep catching my eyes 
and I keep thinking about my friends who are busy raising their little ones. Then I murmur 
to myself, “you are into ‘becoming a mother’ these days.” Once you find a persona that 
you are into, it helps to adjust your future directionality in life. But on the other hand, you 
would feel pity and anxiety about the roles that are pushed back on the priority list, with a 
thought flying into your mind, “then what would become of other persona?” In the midst 
of transition and repetition of persona, what you should protect to be yourself - to live 
your life full of happiness and seize the moment – is nothing other than your mind and 
heart. And in this sense, to protect my own mind and heart, I shall keep journals on all 
the efforts I take and carry out into actions.

10
7

COLUMN

Finding Your True Self from Multiple Personas

Playing multiple roles in life, we all have multiple egos within ourselves. Thus, it is all the more 
necessary today to train our minds to protect ourselves and learn how to maintain our true selves. 
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Know How to Say “No”

Even though you keep adding new persona, you still have only one body and have only 
twenty-four hours a day. Yet if you keep focusing on finishing everything with perfection, 
you would have both your body and mind and end up being pressed for time and ruin all 
your relationships. In the end, you face a dilemma from slowly losing what are precious 
to you. But you have a magic word to prevent the tragedy – knowing how to say “no.”

On the fourth week of my pregnancy, I had a meeting with a film company and was 
offered a job of scenario writer the following week. Honestly, I wanted to give it a try 
and was confident that I could make it, but in the end, I turned down the offer. Because 
I could see how fast my body changed every week. I spent more hours sleeping, felt 
fatigue more severely and most of all, I knew that I was on an emotional roller coaster 
already. It occurred to me that an ambitious decision to pour all of me into a movie 
scenario for the first trimester of my pregnancy that in the end, I bravely said, “no.” And 
I try not to look back. For now, it is not going to be too back to do all my best to adapt 
myself to a new persona called “mother.”

Emotional scramble has become part of life these days. Chat windows are inundated with 
exaggerated emojis to replace emotions and thoughts, simply because they are easy to use, and 
reviews of online stores or contents are overflowing with comments that read either “it is the best” 
or “it is the worst.” Using the words that exaggerate what you actually feel, you may overlook the 
fact that the use of words could exhaust yourself. In fact, minds and words are all connected. Your 
words are what is in your mind, and what is in your mind is materialized in your words. Hence you 
need to learn how to express your emotions. with words of simplicity and honesty. When you are 
uttering out to express negative emotions, in particular, you need to keep in mind that you avoid 
words with edginess and venom – such words would only be a catalyst to turn simple complaints 
into fury. Even positive emotions would morph into falsehood when oversold. Inconsistency of 
words and actions brings about chaos to your own ego. 

In addition, the more you have on your plates, you are likely to face more variables that you 
have not expected. Your business trip could conflict with your family get-together or you are 
bombarded with overtime work during weekdays that you are left with little energy to enjoy your 
weekend trip that you have been planning from long ago. But the first words that you utter out at 
the moment of conflict could either swirl you into more serious circumstances or take you out of 
the woods with ease and flexibility. So, stop making stupid mistakes of ending up with the worst 
scenarios by saying, “I’m screwed up” or “nothing works for me.” When you see a few critical 
signs of emotional scrambling, take a deep breath and say to yourself, “well, that could happen.” 
Take the circumstance as it is and move onto next thoughts. The moment you can admit that 
anyone can make mistakes and take a deep breath, in most circumstances, you are likely to find 
clues for problem solving.

Avoid Extreme Emotional Expressions
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Living with multiple persona means that you are living in a variety of relationships. At 
home, at work and at school, you exchange intelligence and emotion with so many that 
you are likely to find voice of yours and others intermingled and intertwined. But just as 
music notes ends up creating noise when it remains unarranged, you need to arrange 
your own voice. With works similar to tracing individual beats and note and making tunes 
so that you can sing with your own voice, you need to trace yourself. And this kind of 
work with precision takes some “me time.” 

Every morning, I have been writing “Morning Page” to scribble down any words or 
phrases that emerges in mind. This is a recommendation from the author of Artist Way, 
Julia Cameron and this works so well for me. After filling one or two pages in the quiet 
morning, I could see “what I want, what I like, what I should stop and where I should 
make my best efforts” and keep myself calm, rather than hustling with meaningless 
worries. These days, I have skept the morning routine a few times, but I will definitely 
start it again. Whether it is keeping journals, taking a walk, exercising, playing instruments 
or meditation, you need to spare time for yourself. Try to spend at least fifteen minutes 
a day, or at least half an hour every week for yourself. It is worth spending the precious 
time so that you can keep calm, you don’t lose yourself and you understand yourself 
better and ultimately, be on your own side. 

As for myself, I take folic acids every day and avoid clicking eye-catching news so that I 
keep thinking positively. And I place my hands on my baby bump every night to pray that 
my baby grows healthy before the birth. If anybody asks what kind of person I wish my 
baby could be, I would say that I wish my child live life happily. If my child can be happy, 
anything that is chosen will be find with me. Praying for my child, I am reminded once 
again that I am one of the being who is born amidst innocent yet earnest wish.

Writing about roles and persona, I feel that I ended up with obvious and plain 
conclusions. I wish you, as well as myself, wellness and happiness. Whatever your 
titles is at work; whether you are looking for jobs or going back to school; whether you 
are a father or a mother; whether you are a son-in-law or a daughter-in-law; whether 
you have ten or hundred different roles to fulfill, first and foremost, you need to be 
happy and well. So, let’s all live our lives to make our original wishes come true.

Spare Some “Me Time”

About Kim Jeongah
She is the author of the book titled, The Mind That Nobody May Pay Attention To. With a compliment that she received in an after-school class during her 
elementary school years, she fell deeply in love with writing. She later studied cinema in university and had stints of an assistant director for independent films, 
a journalist and an English instructor to teach middle and high school students. And following her heart, she is now active as a scenario writer. 
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A Path to Make 
You Feel Lighter 

When you have too many thoughts in your mind, it’s good to take a walk. You can stroll around 
wherever you feel like, but it is also a nice idea to take different routes, depending on what is 
in your mind. You may set your own rules for what routes to choose. Here are three different 
courses in Seoul, where you can meditate and get inspirations from surrounding landscapes. W
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A Stroll to Look Back 
upon Myself 

Correlation Between Gyeongui Line Forest Park 
And Interpersonal Relationship 

Gyeongui Line Forest Park is a heavenly place for strolling. The place often makes the top of 
the list of popular destination for walking. In particular, the area between Daeheung Station and 
Gongdeok Station is the best trail on the planet for people without companion animals. Adorable 
companion dogs of all sizes and colors walk with their owners, sniffing with curiosity. Sitting 
on one of the benches, you will find yourself healed. When I went to work in an office nearby 
Gongdeok Station, I took a walk in the forest during lunch break or after work. One day, I saw 
two dogs greet each other. But quiet unlike them, some dogs spat with each other, while some 
others growl and get into fierce fight. As a fan of a Korea TV program featuring animals, Animal 
Farm, I remembered a few scenes of dog training. I learned from the program that while some 
are sociable and curious, some others are shy and introvert that they need time. In short, it takes 
some time to open you and get closer.

On a second thought, I realized that it could be much about the same for all kinds of 
relationships. Because after all, everybody is different. Yet at the same time, there are a few 
things in common to share with me. It shall be helpful to keep in mind that some may not what 
I like, yet almost everybody will dislike what I don’t like. With these two in mind, everything else 
about relationship will look easier. From then on, every time I feel that fatigue from relationships, 
I take a walk through the Gyeonggi Line Forest Park. Watching dogs strolling along, I think of the 
simple yet difficult principle surrounding relationships – everybody is the same yet different.
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Take A Walk Along Jeongdong-Gil, 
When You Get Bored With Your Life 

You may find yourself in a muddle, even though you have nothing in particular. There seems to 
be nothing special life, and every day seems to pass meaninglessly. And nothing could fascinate 
you. Normally, you may hit the road or meet new people to overcome your own personal 
crisis, but those are no longer what you can opt for these days. Afterall, your best take can be 
taking a good walk. When I get bored with my own life, I take a walk along Jeongdong-gil – a 
course stretching about a kilometer from the main gate of Deoksugung Palace and Shinmun-

ro. Jeongdong-gil is an alley that was formed in the modern times of Korea. As you walk along 
the path of stone walls, you may explore both the past and present of Seoul, spotting the 
modern brick buildings of Ewha Girls’ High School, Jeongdong Jeil Church and media company 
buildings and public offices behind it. What starts from Deoksugung Palace ends in front of the 
building of the Kyunghyang Shinmun, but then you will have Seoul Museum of History standing in 
front of you. Indeed, the course lets you have the past and present of Seoul at a glance. To make 
an analogy to a living organism, for the city of Seoul, 
the path is close to an archive of the past five hundred 
years. From the distant past to the present, all of them 
are recorded to readily share stories.

Archiving involves decision-making in what to keep. 
Because you can’t keep everything you face in life, 
what you think important shall become important, 
and what is considered less important turn even 
less important. Whatever it may be, once you start 
archiving of your own, you will go through time in an 
entirely different way. 

- I Decided To Start Archiving by Kim Shinji 

As the author mentions, archiving is about selecting 
what is essential. Out of so many incidents in life, 
prioritizing is about asking yourself who you are. As 
you ask yourself what made you happy, sad, pleased 
or uneasy, you will finally know that you day is more 
spectacular than you have always thought. In fact, 
your day filled with moments of joy and sorrow has 
been taken as granted that you put it all together as a 
day with dullness. Afterall, life has never been boring. 
Rather, you haven’t been aware of it, because you have 
never archived it before. After a good walk, how about 
dropping by Kyobo Bookstore located nearby and find 
a notebook for yourself? You may want to start archiving 
your life with the notebook. 
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Where Consistency Shine Through – Sewoon Arcade 

Every time I feel frustrated, I head to Sewoon Arcade. Crossing the bridge to pass by Eulji-ro 
and Cheongyecheon stream, I end up in streets filled with machinery and tools. The area has 
started going through the phases of redevelopment, but there are still smaller-sized factories 
– mostly workshop run by master technicians – that have been standing for more than three 
decades. Standing on the bridge connecting Daelim, Cheonggye and Sewoon Arcade, you can 
have a bird-eye view of Euljiro. Hustling shop owners, motorbikes carrying finished goods and 
shops displaying all sorts of materials and tools look like they are all in gear. The people in the 
neighborhood are those who have kept up with their good work for the past decades. When 
it comes to talent, most of us are likely to relate with genius – a person who can achieve with 
less efforts. If you are not doing well in the beginning or happen to be a slow learner, you may 
conclude that you’re not talented. And you may vaguely expect that unearthed talents might 
someday appear to you, shining bright. But it is always the talent with ambiguity that brings you 
woes. And moreover, if you start questioning why everybody else is rushing ahead, you could 
start letting things go. Because you might make some hasty conclusion that you cannot beat 
those who are gifted. But spending a few years working, you learn something different. There 
is no such thing as talent, in fact. What shines through is consistency. The beginning may be 
humble, but anyone with consistency shall finally shine through. In the end, consistency makes 
the best part of talent. 
At the end of the walking path, I get back to the plaza in front of Sewoon Arcade. I can see 
Jongmyo in front and further ahead, Bugak Mountain. After walking through the neighborhood 
lined with shops, it feels refreshing to have open space in front of me. And the walk relieves 
some tensions and frustration as well. I am recharged now that I tell myself to have a long-term 
perspective to continue anything. This shall be for the sake of finding my true talent.
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About Fragrances To Keep Longer 
Marketer Shim Hyeonji, Perfumer Jeon Ahron, Magazine Editor Hana

Fragrance is so powerful that you may remember a person by his or her smell. And when 
you run into your favorite fragrance, you would feel enormously happy. Upon a question, “what 
kind of fragrance would you keep longer?”, here are responses from three interviewees. 
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I remember the first encounter with the perfume, Goutal Paris 
Chat Perche was when I went out to test perfume for market 
research three years ago. It was the first perfume since the 
renewal of Annick Goutal into Goutal Paris after acquisition 
by Amore Pacific. Finding the silhouette of a cat toying with a 
knitting ball, it only took an instant after telling myself, “shouldn’t 
I get one for myself?” to open my purse. 

The first impression was that it was transparent – I didn’t have 
to smell it to find out what it was like. In fact, I was fascinated 
by the story behind the perfume that it was based on the 
memories from childhood years playing with cats. Upon 
spraying over tester, I could smell clear white flowers. Not 
those like gardenia in cream white, but Chat Perche was 
closer to flowers with tiny white petals with hints of green 
hues. The perfume reminded me of warmth arousing like heat 
shimmer from a wildflower field on one of spring days. And 
smelling the calmness of white musk that balances with white 
and transparent fragrance, I could see why the perfume was 
inspired from “childhood memories.” Indeed, I agree with a 
description that Chat Perche is one of the best examples of 
a perfume that can be related with transparency for being 
filled with nice and clean elements. Yet the real worth is to be 
revealed after spraying over the skin. The warmth spreads 
when the fragrance is blended with body odor by body 
temperature. It smells sweeter and feels more comfortable. 

I thought the perfume presents some intimate smell with 
touches of novelty. For some, it may not last long or does not 
have kicks, but reversely speaking, it blends well that one 
would feel as if it was one’s own smell from the body. But 
clearly, you can tell the different between your body part with 
the perfume on and the part without it. And quite fascinatingly, 
it feels more comfortable on the part with the fragrance. 
Honestly, I can’t stop thinking about when I kept smelling, 
burying my face in my left arm with the perfume on. It smells 
and feels so comfortable that many may just overlook, but 
if you pay closer attention, you know how good it feels and 
where its true value comes from.

To tell the truth, Chat Perche is not a perfume to wear before 
going out, but it is closer to a fragrance item that you could 
keep spraying over yourself as many times as you like. 
Whether you are relaxing on your bed, whether you wear over 
your top, or whether you put over the pulse behind your ears, 
you may wish it feels and smells naturally from breath. It was 
the first time in a while to encounter with a fragrance that felt 
like air. 

Fragrance Brand Marketer
Shim Hyeonji

Recalling the Moment Filled with Laughter

Goutal Paris
Chat Perche 
Lemon Blossom, Sweet Pea, White must 

ESSAY
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Perfumist
Jeon Ahron

Magazine Editor
Hana

Remembering the Scent of Lilac If My Short and Sheer Happiness Had Scents

ahro
Like Lilac
Watery Note, Lilac, Muguet, Cashmere Must, Amber 

Frederic Malle
En Passant 
Cucumber, Lilac, Wheat, Petitgrain

Aesop
Rozu Eau de Parfum 
Floral, Green, Woody

Just like sound of piano, light from lamps or words filled with 
warmth, heart-warmers or healers often tend to be intangible. 
Recently, I found two perfumes that gave me small yet tangible 
happiness. 

Before I go to sleep, I spray what could be a tranquilizer to me 
– Frederic Malle En Passant. The flower notes were so obvious 
that when I tested for the first time, I hesitated and when I 
dressed up for a night out, I was disappointed. Moreover, 
soft and subtle scent of lilac diminishes at the very moment it 
coincides with someone else’s breath. I remember one of the 
sales managers holding back her compliment on “En Passant.” 
All of these hint at why I decided to enjoy it all by myself after 
dark. And then in the next morning, I figured how many of this 
expensive bottle I could have emptied if Frederic Malle told me 
how to make good use of it. En Passant is a delicate fragrance 
that seeps during the hours of languidness. And it should be the 
first or perhaps the second next to my cat that I would want to 
reach out to in the morning when I am urged to put off anything. 
But most of all, if I should smell anything from brief and subtle 
happiness, it would smell like En Passant. 

On the other hand, Rozu is a fragrance that keeps my back 
straight up. To me, rose does not create any chemistry with me 
that I honestly have no idea whether I like it. But an encounter 
with Rozu made me pay dearly for taking rose scents lightly. 
Trying Rozu, I kept asking myself how a stalk of a rose looked 
like. It could have been thin and uneven. It unleashes an 
interlace of whims and elegance that is typically found from 
roses. And every time the fragrance billows in an instant, I 
can feel myself listed up and filled with lively energy. Aesop 
exhibited installations made with ice crystal growing on thick 
twigs and roses. I have personally liked the brand’s neatness 
and subtlety, but this time, I found myself captivated by them. 

So, these days, I inhale fragrance through my nose day and 
night. Quite unlike reading, listening or speaking, I suppose that 
the only thing one could enjoy effortlessly for your leisure time 
could be fragrance. Because it would not take any attention to 
tinge the moment. While I was writing this piece of essay, I have 
already inhaled countless number of times to smell the scent.  

When you start feeling warmth and smell of sunlight, instead of 
chill, you are likely to spend longer hours walking around. With 
spring coming closer, people with professions like mine will be 
busy. In the wake of the season when almost all fragrances 
bloom – similar to when perfuming countless numbers of 
fragrances – my senses will be in action. 

But if I should name only one fragrance that captures everything 
of me, it would be, without a doubt, lilac. It is not splendid nor 
impressive, but I cannot help but keep smelling it. But for your 
information, lilac blooms on trees that you may not bury your 
face into the scent of this flower species just like you would into 
a bouquet. You need to wait for the fragrance to be blended into 
wind to finally reach your nose. 

Every time I run into the scent of lilac, I get to play seek and hide 
quite frequently. First, I stop and take a look around. If I am lucky 
enough, I could find a lilac tree standing in the direction where 
wind is blowing, but in many cases, I could end up not finding 
one. The moment I tell myself, “I must be right. I must have smelt 
lilac,” the wind would soon change its direction and the scent of 
lilac disappears, before it suddenly comes back. Chasing the 
scent, I would then walk along alleys, enter into an apartment 
complex that I have never been to or a parking lot in a downtown 
area. Then I would finally find some lilac that is in its full bloom. 
It could be smaller than I imagine. But reversely, I say to myself 
how marvelous this flower tree is that it is tinging the air with 
subtle scent from a few bunches of flowers. And moreover, lilac 
trees are growing in almost every corner of the city of Seoul that 
I chased around the scent of these flower trees that I was often 
late for appointments in spring season. Agreeably, the scent of 
lilac often made me a tagger in seek and hide games, urging me 

to make a perfume out of it. Lilac blooms for only three weeks 
a year, but I felt that if I made some perfume, I could enjoy it for 
all seasons. Perfuming this flower species, I have learned a few 
interesting facts. Whereas in Korea, the species was subdivided 
into Japanese tree lilac, Korean early lilac, Miss Kim lilac, 
Manshurian lilac and lilac, it was commonly called “lilac” outside 
of the country. This fascinating fact gave me a subtle hint at why 
I felt unfamiliar with some perfume with lilac that high-end global 
perfume brand introduced. On the other hand, the lilac that I 
smell while I walk along the streets of Seoul resembles much to 
the perfume that I worked on – “Like Lilac.” It is not too powdery 
or heavy, but has flowery scents blended with some scents of 
earth and moist wind. I am confident to say that it is just like the 
lilac on spring days – it is soft and subtle yet has presence. Every 
time I wear Like Lilac and run into lilac on streets, it feels like I 
bumped into a close friend of mine. It is not just my nose, but my 
entire body seems to react to the flower. But I find some lilacs 
outside of Korea, with the perfume on, I doubt that I might feel 
the same. Because Like Lilac is packed with the scent of lilac 
that have been infused with memories from spring seasons since 
my childhood years. In short, I would like to say that the perfume 
might arouse similar emotions among those who grew up in a 
similar place, smelling similar scents. For some reason, that was 
how I convinced myself after I made this perfume.
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Diving, Facing and Gazing From A Distance 

Remembering The Heart 
For Sea

For children who bravely face chilly wave, sea may be associated with “fun”, while for 
grown-ups who just sits back and gaze the tides rising and ebbing, it is a place to “rest 
and relax.” But in the next decade, the sea shall have different definitions. Similar to 
changes in perspective towards sea, viewpoint towards life may change with age. W
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When I was little, the two words I associated sea with was an entanglement of “boisterous” 
and “babble.” Recalling the scenes of what was closer to beach back then, I could imagine 
the excitement of people with my own eyes and minds. Before I went on to the university, 
I would go to the seaside for vacation every summer. In the darkest hour of night, when 
my father wakes us up from deep sleep, we would take the luggage to get on the car, with 
eyes half closed. It was always my father who would drive the old car. On the passenger 
seat, my mother would spread the map on her laps and kept talking and gave my father 
some snacks to keep him awake. And the music played endlessly from the speaker was 
mostly made up of my parents’ favorite - classic pop music. 

If everybody had an ocean across the U. S. A. / Then everybody’d be surfin' Like 
California / You’d seem’em wearing their baggies / Huarachi sandals too / A bushy 
bushy blonde hairdo / Surfin U. S. A. 

- From “Surfin’ USA” by Beach Boys 

The lyrics “If everybody had an ocean across the U.S.A, then everybody’s be surfin’ like 
California…” kept running in my mind while the three sisters – including myself – were half 
asleep, with mouth wide open in the back seat, absorbing all the vibrance from the engine. 
Listening to the song, I may have been dreaming of surfing through the sea. And by the 
time I got tired of sitting in the back seat for hours, I would wake up and find the blue 
colored horizon. 

As soon as we arrived the beach, I was so excited that I often walked into the sea until I 
was soaked all the way up to my lower back. I would wait until the waves rise in front of 
me before I jump so that I could feel the sway. It was my own way of “surfin’,” and to enjoy 
it properly, I had to go through some rites of passage. First, I had to stand the chills that 
steeps from the tip of my toes and then next, I had to be swept by enormous waves and 
drink up salty sea water. From the experience, I learned that I could soak up not only with 
my mouth, but also with eyes, nose and ears, because they were all connected somehow. 
But I kept jumping in and drunk up salty water, because, obviously, it was fun. It was so 
exciting to me that I mingled with strangers and played all day, letting go of all the fear for 
waves and chills of sea water, until my lips turned blue. 

Surfin USA

The Beach Boys

MUSICPLAYLIST
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Throughout the movie, Shigeru dives into the sea with an approach that is somewhat 
different from mine. He collects garbage in the neighborhood nearby the beach for 
living and happens to find a broken surfboard left unattended on streets. And for some 
reason, he picks up to take home. Without proper wet suit, he bravely went to the sea 
with the surfing board that he fixed on his own at home. And quite obviously, he ended 
up not having any chance to stand up on his board for his first surfing. And in his 
T-shirts and boxer shorts, he repeats the failure the next day and the following days. If I 
were him, I would throw my temper tantrum and stash the junk. But for some reason, the 
hero of the movie seems to have been addicted to what it feels like to be on the waves. 
He buys a new surfboard with the bonus later, gets a new wet suit from the surf shop 
owner and sees his surfing skills improved that he dares to take part in a surfing contest. 
And from the start to finish, his girlfriend, Takako, got his back. 

In fact, Shigeru cannot hear or talk. And Takako is in a similar circumstance that the 
couple talks to each other with expressions and gestures. When Shigeru first starts 
surfing, all his friends and surfing crew laugh at him keep falling off from the boards. But 
quite unlike them, Takako watches him, waits for him and sometimes, runs to him when 
needed. Every time Shigeru takes off his clothes, she tidies up for him. When he walks 
into the water with the surfboard, she helps him out. And the movie quietly observes 
the couple with handicaps. The movie chooses to follow the couple under the water at 
slower pace, instead of focusing on inconvenience or agony from handicaps. On the 
blurred faces, joy and sorrow only pass by. 

If not for the sake of overcoming handicaps or of love and sacrifice for Takako, what 
could Shigeru be looking for from the quiet sea? You may find some hints from the old 
surfboard. It is that close-to-junk surfboard that takes him to the sea, but in the end, it is 
Shigeru himself who fought against the wave to finally stand up on the surfboard. Truly, 
Shigeru is a figure who knows how to live his youthful days.

MOVIE

“I am writing a novel.” I am doing things that are relevant to the sentence. I never 
gave any thought about how the novel could be perceived and what changes the 
novel could bring to me. All I had in mind was the sentence, “I am writing a novel.” 
And I had all the wounds from life healed. 

- From Sentences Of Youth by Kim Yeonsu 

If you have anything good arousing in your heart, just go for it. If you have 
anything flying into your mind, you need to take actions immediately.

- From interview with Nora Noh in Philosopher Of One’s Life by Kim Jisoo 

When in doubt about whether it is alright to live roughly, the phrases above 
arouse both senses of envy and awakening. It was stunning to me to see the main 
characters have all the emotional scars from life healed through something. Whereas 
the author found writing and Shigeru picked up surfing boards, I, unfortunately, 
haven’t found anything to save myself. I haven’t “anything good arousing in my 
heart” that the first generation of fashion designer in Korea, Nora Noh mentioned 
in her interview. Perhaps I am turning blind eyes to those hearts because I am not 
ready to stand against the waves like Shigeru did in the movie.

A Scene At The Sea

Takeshi Kitano / Romance, Melodrama
Philosopher Of One’s Life 

Written by Kim Jisoo 

Published by A Certain Book

Sentences Of Youth 

Written by Kim Yeonsu

Published by Maumsanchaek  

BOOK
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Those who has spent many years in life tend to gaze at waves from a distance. The stories 
of the movie, Megane unveils at a remote seaside village where few mobile phones are 
connected, and the emerald-colored sea remains calm as if it has never gone through 
winds and saves. The only thing to do and must do is meditation. The people staying in a 
small lodge, “Hamada” call themselves the masters of meditation. But a guest from outside 
who came for a getaway from exhaustive life, Taeko does not like their lifestyle. She wants 
to sleep whenever she feels like and eat whatever she wants but feels pressured from their 
offer to join them. Not only the owner, Yuji, but also Sakura, who comes back every spring, 
makes her feel uneasy. For instance, she sneaks into the room and waits until the heroin of 
the movie wakes up and she invites village residents for a round of strange aerobics. Taeko 
leaves the lodge in less than a few days but comes back for numerous reasons. And she 
finds herself living to the rhythm of Hamada that she enjoys being laid back by the seaside 
to learn what meditation is. Most of all, she finally opens herself up to Sakura. 

“I wish the Earth just disappeared, before I came here.

What could be under the sea?”

“Well, what could there be?”

“Maybe it is good because there is nothing?”

“Is there anything that you wish for?”

“What’s that?”

 - from Glasses

Sitting at Sakura’s shaved ice shop, the two exchange the conversation above. 
Sakura gazes Taeko who retorts, “what’s that?” and makes a bowl of shaved ice. The 
shaved ice shop is frequented by the village people for breathers, and pay for shaved 
ice with origami, food or mandolin recitals. Watching people munching on their shaved 
ice, sitting on the bench facing the sea, it may occur to you that nothing other than 
shaved ice should be great for meditating. Then you would understand near-stubborn 
seriousness behind Sakura’s making red bean pastes and shaving ice. 

What shall be the difference between the remains myself after the long journey 
here and my past self.
I still don’t know of what I have been searching, forgot what I believed in and let it 
wash away by wind. 

- From “After Long Journey” by Lee Juck 

Sakura is a type of grown-up who knows how to be patient, with her firm belief that if 
she waits patiently, anything would come to her someday. To reach the state of mind, 
she may have gone through some tedious process. Every spring, she may have come 
back, “realizing that she does not know what she looked for and she should forget 
what she believed she knew,” she has let go of all emotions such as love, nostalgia, 
fury or despair. Whatever it may be, these emotions are no longer bothering her. 
The waves rise at an instant and then ebb with a blink of eyes. Perhaps we all need 
courage to do nothing and gaze quiet sea, as much as braveness to dive into the sea. 
That could be how one grows up, after weathering storms during youthful days. 

A Song Written With A Tree

Lee Juck
Glasses

Naoko Ogigami/ Comedy, Drama
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Where to Find Seoul Made 
Café Skon

A. Seongmisan-ro 172, Mapo-gu, Seoul
H. Instagram.com/cafe_skon
T. +82.2.323.7076

O. Everyday 10:00 - 22:00

With clean white-tone exterior and colorful accessories, Café Skon is catching everyone’s 
eyes. Whether you choose the first or the second floor or the rooftop, you can find seats 
that suits your tastes and mood and spend some pleasant time. And another magnetism of 
the café is series of desserts. One of the signature menus is “lemon cake” that is rolled with 
cute packaging paper in yellow color. Sweet and sour lemon icing and spongy and moist 
cake are balancing well that anyone would feel it was worth their visit to the place. Another 
signature menu is “walnut chocolate cookies.” The crunchy and sweet cookies have humorous 
decoration with smiley face to make you feel happy to spend time in the café. For refreshment, 
you may opt for lemon cake, and for recharging with sweetness, you may go for walnut 
chocolate cookies. Because small and trivial things can often turn into an enormous energy. 

© Lee Mihyeon

Inside Café Skon
Seoul Made Section 

Seoul Made Corner has opened inside Café Skon. Starting 
with the fourteenth issue of Seoul Made, new issues will be 
available for sale. In addition, Mini Book is available to give 
you a glimpse into some of the contents of Seoul Made 
Premium Book. With sweets and beverages, you may delve 
into the magnetism of Seoul Made.  

PLACE

© Lee Mihyeon

© Kim Chaeun
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OFFLINE STORE

Kyobo Book Centre

Dongyang Bookstore

Youngpoong Bookstore

Arc & Book Shinchon Store

Arc & Book City Hall Store

Uhjjudah Promenade 

Life Books 

Café Skon

Bookstore Donga

Moonwoodang Bookshop

ONLINE STORE

Kyobo Book Centre kyononook.co.kr

Youngpoong Bookstore ypbooks.co.kr

Aladin aladin.co.kr

YES24 yes24.com

AROUND a-round.kr

E-BOOK STORE

Kyobo E-Book digital.kyobobook.co.kr

Ridibooks ridibooks.com

Joins Prime joins.com

PREMIUM BOOK

Where To Find Seoul Made 
Premium Book

The mini book of Seoul Made is a booklet to showcase some of the contents for preview. 

Seoul Made Mini Book is available for free in the following locations.

PREVIEW MINI BOOK

Where To Find SEOUL MADE 
Mini Book

CAFE

Terra Rosa

Seoul Gwanghwamun Store, Seoul MMCA Store, 

Seoul SAC Store, Seoul Posco Center Store, 

Seoul Gil-dong Store, Gyeonggi Dongtan Lake Store, 

Gyeonggi Pangyo Store, Busan Suyeong Store, 

Jeju Seogwipo Store, Gangneung Imdang Store, 

Gangneung Gyeongpoho Lake Store, Gangneung Main Store

Slow Forest

Samcheong-ro 5 gil 20, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Café Skon

Seongmisan-ro 172, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Coffee Baljeonso

Tojeong-ro 49, Mapo-gu, Seoul

mk2

Jahamun-ro 10 gil 17, Jongno-gu, Seoul

BOOK STORE

Life Books

Seoul Store, Busan Store

Arc & Book

City Hall Store

Thanks Books

1F, Yanghwa-ro 6 gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Uhjjudah Bookstore

Worldcup-ro 19 gil 74, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Bookstore Donga

Subuk-ro 108, Sokcho, Gangwon-do

Moonwoodang Bookshop

Joongang-ro 45, Sokcho, Gangwon-do

DESIGN SHOP

Object

Hongdae Store, Samcheong Store, Samdeok Store, 

Seomyeon Store, Jeju Seonheul Store, Seongsu Store, 

the Headquarters 

Buy now
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RENEWAL EVENT

Subscription Benefits Event
SEOUL MADE has gone through a makeover with Around’s brand-new perspective, 

and our special offer now offers you a 30% discount when you subscribe to the magazine.

If you sign up now, you’ll also receive a special kit that includes various brand collaboration goods from SEOUL MADE.

 

How to Subscribe
a-round.kr → SHOP → SEOUL MADE

Special Benefits
Subscription payment 10% discount → 30% discount

Limited goods package given out to the first 20 subscribers who sign up

Special Subscription Period
February 15th, 2021 (Mon) ~ March 15th (Mon)

Subscription Inquiries
070 8650 6378
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